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THE FIRST ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE COMPETITIVENESS POLICY COUNCIL

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4,1992

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TECHNOLOGY AND NATIONAL SECURITY,

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE, AND

SENATE COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC

The Committees met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
SD-538, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Honorable Jeff Bingaman
(chairman of the Subcomittee on Technology and National Security)
presiding.

Present: Senators Bingaman, Riegle, D'Amato, Dixon, Dodd, Do-
menici, Garn, Graham, Sanford, Sarbanes, Sasser, and Specter; and
Representative Fish.

Also present: Dorothy Robyn and Ken Jarboe, professional staff
members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BINGAMAN,
CHAIRMAN

SENATOR BINGAMAN. This is a joint hearing of the Joint Economic
Committee and the Senate Banking Committee. The purpose is to exam-
ine the first annual report of the Competitiveness Policy Council. This
Council is a bipartisan national commission. It was created in the Omni-
bus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988. It was formed in 1991 and
charged with analyzing U.S. competitiveness and reporting annually to
the President and to the Congress.

I've followed its deliberations with great interest. I, along with many
others in the Senate, worked hard to get this included in the trade bill,
and we think it's an important initiative for the country's long-term
future.

Before I introduce the four Council members who will testify, and
defer to Senator Riegle for his opening statements, let me make three
very brief points.

First, I hope the report will put to rest once and for all the naive but
persistent claim that the United States does not have a competitiveness
problem. I quote from the Council's press release of March 1. It says:

(1)
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"The Council bases its proposals on a unanimous conclusion that Amer-
ica's economic competitiveness is eroding slowly but steadily."

The Council cites various indicators for that slippage, including minis-
cule productivity growth, declining real wages, and persistent trade
deficits.

For the benefit of the editorial writers of the Wall Street Journal, let
me just reiterate the point with one other quote from the Council's report.
On page 10, it says, 'We believe that the erosion of competitiveness is a
serious problem for this nation, one of the most severe that it faces as it
prepares to enter the 21st century."

The second point I wanted to make is that the report confirms my own
view that manufacturing is the Achilles heel of American industry. The
report notes how, and this is a quotation from the report:

The United States has substantially devalued the importance of
excelling at the manufacturing process with the result that firms
in other countries have frequently suceeded at commercializing
technologies invented in the United States.

Although the Council faults both industry and government for this de-
valuation in manufacturing, let me underscore the contributory role of
our own obsolete federal technology policy, which, according to the
Council, clings to its traditional focus of scientific breakthrough rather
than emphasizing commercial follow-through.

Finally, I want to highlight the reference in the Council's report to a
manufacturing extension program that is based on the model of the Agri-
cultural Extension Service that we've had for a long time, as a way to
promote manufacturing excellence.

Last year, I succeeded in getting the Congress to authorize a national
manufacturing extension program to provide matching federal funds on a
competitive basis for some of the very good manufacturing centers and
extension programs operating at the state level.

Unfortunately, the Appropriations Committees failed to appropriate
the $50 million that was authorized for 1992.

I'm going to be working again this year with Senators Nunn, Hollings,
Sasser and others to try to ensure that that program is properly funded in
1993.

Before introducing the panel members, let me defer to Senator Riegle,
the chairman of the Banking Committee, for his opening statement.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RIEGLE

SENATOR RIEGLE. Thank you very much, Senator Bingaman. I want to
say at the outset how pleased I am that the Senate Banking Committee,
along with the Subcommittee that you run on the Joint Economic Com-
mittee, can meet together for this purpose. I also want to salute your
leadership, which has been over a long period of time, for bringing these
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issues into focus and for helping to bring about a national response to
these problems.

The Banking Committee, for its part, has major responsibilities with
respect to our export and foreign trade promotion, export controls, eco-
nomic stabilization and defense production. We're also charged under
our general charter from the Senate to study and review, on a compre-
hensive basis, matters relating to the international economic policy as it
affects U.S. monetary policy and economic growth.

The issues that are embedded in today's hearing go to the heart of our
economic performance and our economic future.

I must say, coming from my home state of Michigan, but looking out
across our 50 states, I think that there is a mass of evidence that indi-
cates that we are losing a substantial part of our economic future. And,
in fact, the report that's being given to us today by the Competitiveness
Policy Council states on its first page this paragraph. It says:

The average real wage is lower today than 20 years ago. Aggre-
gate productivity has grown by only 1 percent annually for-oxer a
decade. We are running the world's largest trade deficits. Much of
the economic growth of the 1980s was financed by borrowing
from our own future, both at home and from the rest of the world.

Two days ago, I was in my hometown of Flint, Michigan, where we
have one of the major plants that will be closed under the announcement
that General Motors made within the last two weeks. It is an engine plant
in Flint. The average age of the work force there is in the late 40s. The
average seniority in the plant now is about 27 years. It's a highly skilled
team, like many other manufacturing teams in America. But that plant is
closing. That team is about to be shattered and scattered to the four
winds.

It is increasingly the story of America-the plant closings and the dis-
mantling of job opportunities. We have 16 million people in the country
today unable to find full-time work, but needing full-time work, and in
fact, the numbers are rising.

So, there is clearly an underlying, deep, persistent set of economic
problems facing America that must be addressed and changed.

We have been holding hearings in this Committee on America's eco-
nomic performance and competitiveness now for some years.

Back in 1989, in this hearing room, and from that committee table,
former Defense Secretary Frank Carlucci told us, and this is his quote:

You've asked me to identify industries that are in competitive de-
cline. My response is that we are experiencing a competitive de-
cline across the board.

Certainly, he was in a position to make such an assessment-that was
from 1989.

Other witnesses that we have had here to testify on these questions in-
clude Robert Galvin, the chairman of Motorola; Norm Augenstine,
chairman of Martin-Marietta; Don Petersen, the former chairman of the
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Ford Motor Company; Felix Rohatyn, senior partner of Lazard, Freres;
and John Reed, chairman of Citibank; and we have had many others. I
just cite those because those are well-known leaders in their respective
fields of work.

Despite the fact that we have had study after study, and massive data
accumulated, and committee testimony of the kind that I've just cited,
America, for the most part, has continued to drift along. We have not
had a coordinated strategy as an American system-a "Team America"
strategy where business, government, labor and citizens would have a
way to integrate into a forceful plan that could restore higher productiv-
ity growth and put us on a very strong economic growth path into the
future.

It is my hope that the Council's first annual report, which we will be
hearing today, will help us put in place a new and stronger foundation of
information and a sense of urgency so that we can actually put the policy
building blocks in place that can take us out into a stronger economic
future.

I was struck, I might say, also by a story on NBC news this morning
that has to do with violence in schools in the City of New York. This is
not an uncommon problem, in terms of it being only in a few cities. It's
certainly true in cities in my state and across the country.

But in interviewing the people involved and the fact that there is this
growing problem of violence and disaffection and disconnection from the
society and paths of advancement in ones life, there is an increasing kind
of social breakdown that's occurring in America. That's one manifesta-
tion of it when students are carrying guns and shooting one another-fa-
tal shootings. But there are any number of other manifestations of what
happens to a society when its economy isn't performing properly, and
where there is a growing sense of disconnection between critical parts of
it.

That's not the principal focus of our discussion today, to get at the is-
sue of how our economy can be re-engineered to perform more strongly,
as it must. But the fact is that there's a social consequence and disorder
that comes out of economic difficulty. One follows the other. And we're
not going to be able to deal, I think, effectively with a rising level of so-
cial difficulty if we don't address, in a fundamental way, our economic
problems.

We certainly have done it in wartime. We have done it in targeted ar-
eas of national endeavor, like the space program, where we set out to go
to the moon and were able to amass remarkable technical and production
achievements. We have done it in other areas where we focused our at-
tention. We have nearly 30,000 nuclear warheads today that we dare not
use, which are as technically sophisticated as the human mind can
devise.

So, answers are not beyond us. We can find answers. We have to de-
cide that it's important enough to do that. We have not yet made that
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kind of an overarching national commitment, and we need to do so. To-
day, I think we'll have some suggestions given to us as to how we can
think our way to those kinds of solutions and put them into effect.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much. Senator Garn, who's the

ranking member here on the Banking Committee, please proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GARN

SENATOR GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to welcome our panel today to discuss their proposal for

building a competitive America. The Competitiveness Policy Council has
documented what at least to me and some others is now a familiar list of
problems that are limiting America's ability to compete: Short-term
thinking by corporate America; disincentives to savings and investment
in the tax code; poor results in our educational system; general subordi-
nation of competitiveness concerns to other national objectives; and a
flawed political process that favors spending and tax cuts over sound
economic policy.

The problem is obviously not producing a laundry list of problems.
We don't have much difficulty agreeing that at least there is a long list of
things that need doing, because every competitiveness report I have
seen-and there certainly have been plenty of them over the year-
s-starts off with cutting the budget deficit, providing incentives for sav-
ing and investment, and promoting exports.

I don't mean in any way to demean your work, gentlemen. It's a fine
piece of work. But I don't know that we needed another Council to give
us another laundry list. At least in the 17 years that I've been in the Sen-
ate, we've seen many of

these.
The problem is that we see the problems, but we don't do anything

about them. We all agree that the budget must be reduced, but we simply
don't do it.

The first year that I was in the Senate the total budget to run this
country was about $300 billion. That was just 17 years ago. Now, the
deficit is $100 billion more than we ran the entire country on and de-
fended it with when I became a senator. The interest on the national debt
is now larger than Gerald Ford's last budget. Just 30 years ago, John
Kennedy ran this entire country for $100 billion, and 48 percent of that
$100 billion-$106 billion, I remember-was for defense. Just 30 years
ago.

So we talk about it, but we don't do anything about it. When I say
"we," I mean Congress won't do anything about it. Those are just facts.

We don't produce any agreement on a bipartisan basis. We refuse to
cooperate with the President. It doesn't matter whether it's this President
or any other president that I've served with. Even when we had a
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President. We had an opportunity to create the framework for an interna-
tionally competitive banking system last year, and not due to the lack of
effort by the chairman of the Banking Committee, but we produced no
reform whatsoever.

There's been a broad effort to produce antitrust and liability reform,
but nothing happens in that area.

This report suggests that the way to address our policy failures is to
introduce a more conscious competitiveness analysis into the policy
process. Measure economic performance against industry benchmarks
and judge all policies through the lens of a competitiveness impact
analysis.

Well, these efforts certainly can be helpful, but talk and analysis are
no substitute for simply doing the things that we know need to be done.
And I don't know how to accomplish that, gentlemen. I think we all know
what needs to be done. I don't know how to get Congress and an Admini-
stration, regardless of whether it's Democrat, or Republican, or whoever
runs the Congress, to do something about it.

We know the problem. You don't have to be too bright to figure it out.
I wish somebody could tell us how we could get Congress and the

President to work together and put aside partisan differences. There will
always be partisan politics in Congress. There has been since the first
congress, and I understand that. But I think it's reached a new peak of
ridiculousness where both sides are far more intent on political gain and
who's going to win the November election than addressing ourselves to
this.

That is certainly true of the tax code. I got a standing ovation last
week in Utah where somebody asked me what's the best single thing we
could do for the economy this year? And I said, not facetiously, have
Congress adjourn for the rest of the year. Just go away. Don't do
anything. And most of the economists would agree that from the Presi-
dent's plan across the board, most of the tax plans we're talking about
have nothing to do with pulling us out of this recession, and certainly not
by November. They're so short-sighted that they'll probably do more
harm than good.

So, I wasn't being entirely facetious. Unless we're willing to look at
long term, what is the impact of our actions on the tax code 3, 4, 5 or 10
years down the road, we're looking at short-term fixes for the election.
And I sincerely believe that both sides of the aisle are. We'd be better off
to do nothing this year.

So I don't know. I appreciate your work. I just don't know what good
panels do any more when Congress and presidents aren't willing to do
anything about them.

But I do appreciate your efforts and your work, and it's good, sound
analysis.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much. On that positive note-
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[Laughter.]
SENATOR BINGAMAN. -we'll go ahead with our distinguished witnesses.
SENATOR GARN. The truth is always tough, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. All right. Let me start by introducing the Chair-

man of the Council, Fred Bergsten, who is also director of the Institute
for International Economics, which he founded in 1981. He was assistant
secretary of the Treasury for International Affairs during the Carter Ad-
ministration. He's written numerous books on international economic
issues.

Let me also introduce the other three panelists, if I could, at this time,
then I'll defer to Mr. Bergsten to make any other introductions that he
thinks are appropriate.

With him are Rand Araskog, who has been the chairman, president
and CEO of ITT Corporation since 1980. He's the director of several
corporations-the New York Stock Exchange and the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York. Mr. Araskog spent five years at the Department of
Defense in the late 1950s.

Edward V. Regan is the New York State Comptroller, which is an
elected position. He has held that since 1978. In that capacity, he over-
sees state pension funds worth more than $50 billion. It's Mr. "Ree-gan"
instead of "Ray-gan," excuse me.

Mr. Regan was a member of the President's Commission on Industrial
Competitiveness from 1983 through 1985.

Finally, Albert Shanker, who is the president of the American Federa-
tion of Teachers. He was elected to that post in 1974 and has held that
position since. Mr. Shanker is also a vice president and executive Coun-
cil member of the AFL-CIO. He has a syndicated column entitled,
"Where We Stand," that appears in numerous newspapers and has done
so for about 21 years now.

I've had the good fortune to serve on a commission on Educational
Standards and Assessment recently with Mr. Shanker and note his tre-
mendous contribution to that effort.

Mr. Bergsten, why don't you go ahead?

STATEMENT OF C. FRED BERGSTEN, CHAIRMAN,
COMPETITIVENESS POLICY COUNCIL, AND DIRECTOR,

INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

MR. BERGSTEN. Mr. Chairman, let me start on behalf of all the mem-
bers of our commission by thanking you personally and the Congress
more broadly for creating this Council.

You designed a process that is unique and, at least so far, has worked
extremely well. You created a quadripartite council in this case, a unique
blend of members from the corporate sector, labor unions, government
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officials-both federal and state-and representatives from the public
interest.

What we have decided to do this morning is to have one representative
of each of those four groups testify in these opening statements. We do,
as you indicated, have a couple of our other members here-John Barry,
who is the president of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Work-
ers, also in our labor group, as is Lynn Williams, the president of the
United Steelworkers, who very much wanted to be here this morning, but
had a commitment he just could not get out of. He's been very active in
our work.

Another member of our group, who is with us, is Bruce Scott from the
Harvard Business School, who, as you know particularly well, Mr.
Chairman, was an active participant in our work, and was active in de-
veloping some of the ideas that created this Council back in the Trade
Act. Bruce, I can assure you, has been a major contributor and active
participant in everything we have done.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Let me just interrupt for the purpose of suggesting
that, I think, Bruce was also one of the key people who continued to em-
phasize the importance of having this type of Council when we were con-
sidering proposing it.

So go right ahead.
MR. BERGSTEN. We're all indebted to him, as well as you, Mr. Chair-

man, for launching the enterprise.
As I said, it's a unique enterprise. It has the four sectors involved. It's

the only commission of this type, I think, that has included both public-
and private-sector people working actively together.

It's totally bipartisan. Half the group was designated from one politi-
cal part of the spectrum. The other half from another. We were ap-
pointed from three different points of departure-the President, the
Senate and the House of Representatives.

Incidentally, we met yesterday with Clayton Yeutter in the White
House to officially and formally present the report to the President. We
spent a session also with House Speaker Foley, with the formal presenta-
tion on the House side as well. We were about that business yesterday.

I want to start by indicating that, despite this unique structure with
people from all sectors and totally bipartisan, we came to a totally unani-
mous report. There are no dissenting statements. There are no caveats.
There are no hedges in this report. And as Chairman, I will tell you that
we did not pull our punches in order to reach a consensus.

We did so, I might add, right on schedule as well, meeting the due date
that you set for us in the legislation.

The group unanimously concluded, as you already excerpted in your
remarks, Mr. Chairman, that the United States has a very serious com-
petitiveness problem. We say that after assessing the whole range of
evidence.
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There is some good news, and we allude to that and indicate some of it

in our report. Certainly, the country is not all in a negative position.
But we concluded that, both relative to the past performance of the

United States itself and to other nations around the world, the country

4rly has an important competfivenss problem. It's a major challenge.

Ifs a challenge that if our country does nnt address urgently and exten-

sively, it will be to all of our perils.
We do not just focus on the trade side. We regard trade as an impor-

tant indicator of the problem and we certainly have strong words to say

about improving our trade performance and our export competitiveness,
in particular.

But the problem goes well beyonf ±=. Thz decline in zver2e -eal

wages in this country over the las^ 2.3 yELFs, vhich we shmw in Tiuur; 1,

the slow productivity growth, te huge debt build-up tha Figar 13

shows, an enormous explosion of both public and private debt in the

1980s to levels higher than the country evemr saw before, evn in fnanc-

ing the Second World War, and the lagging education reiults of our

population across the board and now over an oxtended period
The group came to the view that this is not a crisis in the normal sense

of a Sputnik or a Pearl Harbor, but rather that it is a steady and s1ow

erosion of the country's performance. And indeed, in a democratic sys-

tem like ours, and perhaps particularly like ours, Lat makes it very iard

to come to grips with.
I think what Senator Garn was indicating-and our commission fully

shares-is the difficulty, seeming impossibility to date, of the political

process coming to grips with the problem.
We have the sense-and I think Ned Regan will talk about this a little

more as a practicing politician-that the public is, in fact, asking for ac-

tion, is ready for action, but the leadership is not there. And so our effort

is to put a program before you that can do it.
As we assess it, the difficulties date back at least 20 years. We say ex-

plicitly in the report that there's plenty of blame to go around in terms of

the different branches of government, the different political parties, and

the different sectors of the economy.
It's a long-term problem. It's an erosion. And the operative question, of

course, is what to do about it.
We came to another unanimous conclusion at that point, which is to

suggest that the United States must put in place what we call a compre-
hensive competitiveness strategy, with fundamental reforms in a wide
number of areas which underlie the competitiveness problem.

We focused in our initial report on six of those areas. First is the need

to increase the terribly low U.S. saving and investment rates. One of our
charts reiterates the well-known fact that the United States invests much

less as a share of our economy than any other important country in the

world. We save less. Those numbers have gotten worse, not better, over

the last 10 to 15 years.
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That's the physical capital side of things, including, of course, public
infrastructure on which investment has particularly declined over the last
20 years.

We talk about human capital-the education and training of our work
force. We talk about technology, particularly its commercialization. We
make the point that the United States still seems to be good at beginning
the process of invention, but not very good at finishing the pro-
cess-commercializing and turning the inventions and innovations into
effective economic products.

We talk about high health-care costs, which are rising to a level dou-
ble that of the average of the other industrial nations, taking resources
away from other potential uses, which we believe would contribute more
to our society, without providing a better level of health care for the na-
tion as a whole.

We talk about corporate governance and financial markets, the way
that our industry runs itself, and the incentives that our economic struc-
ture, particularly our financial markets, provide, or, as we would argue,
disprovide, to do that in the right way.

And of course, we talk about trade policy.
When we call for a comprehensive competitiveness strategy, we talk

about three components-broad economic policies like saving and in-
vestment, and structural policies like dealing with education, health-care
costs and technology, and sector-specific policies.

We make the point in the report that the United States, like every
country, has sector-specific policies that it's developing all the time.
When the President decides in a few weeks on whether to extend the steel
quotas for imports, that's an industrial policy. When there was recently
an extension of the import quotas for machine tools, that's an industrial
policy.

When the President went to Japan and promoted an expansion of our
sales of automobiles and auto parts, that's an industrial policy. So, the
United States does it like every other country does it.

What we concluded is that it is too frequently done unsystematically,
incoherently, and not very effectively. We note that in the past, and you
made this point, Senator Riegle, the United States has done thoughtful
policies addressed to promote specific sectors. Under the rubric of de-
fense, we've developed a commercial aircraft industry and a computer in-
dustry second to none. We've had agricultural sector support from our
government for well over a century with enormous success.

And so the issue is not really whether the country has policies ad-
dressed to sectors, but whether it does it in a thoughtful, constructive and
creative way, as we've demonstrated in the past that we could do.

We feel that that's an element of a comprehensive strategy that is
needed.

We also feel, and we make one other specific recommendation, that
the competitiveness impact statements which the Congress mandated in
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the 1988 Trade and Competitiveness Act, but which have not been im-

plemented, need to be implemented for exactly the reasons Senator Garn

said. We believe that when the Administration submits legislation to the

Congress, and when the Congress considers legislation, it must take into

account the impact that it's going to have on the competitiveness of the

United States.
We don't like paperwork any more than anybody else does. But we

feel that it is essential at this point to have an indication with each piece

of legislation that you consider and vote on as to what its impact is going

to be on the country's competitiveness. Too often, those considerations

are either undervalued or even ignored. We give chapter and verse of that

in our report.
Beyond these specific recommendations, we decided not to make de-

tailed proposals at this point in the individual sectors that we had ad-

dressed. The reason, as you know better than we, is that this is an

election year in which politics are particularly acute. Fundamental re-

form decisions and actions are not likely to be taken in 1992, and we

concluded, therefore, that our best contribution could be to try to high-

light the issues, suggest illustrative possibilities for reform in each of

these areas, and try to inject those considerations into the political
discourse.

As we say in our report, we hope that the candidates will be forced to

address these issues, not only the candidates for president, but the candi-

dates for the Senate and the House, that all will be forced to address

these issues so that we can have a national debate on these central topics.

What we believe is that in 1993, with a new administration, with a

new congress, we can have fundamental reform efforts. We know that it

is in the first year of administrations, including re-elected administra-

tions, that reforms of this type can frequently be engineered.
And so what we promise is to come in with our next report-next De-

cember or January-with a fully detailed blueprint, trying to suggest

what can be done in each of these areas that we focused on.
To enable us to do that, we have picked up on another of the institu-

tional innovations that you in the Congress bequeathed to us in this

legislation.
Your legislation called on us to set up subcouncils of our full Council

to deal with individual policy issues, with the same quadripartite struc-

ture, with business, labor, government and public interest leadership,

and to provide a national forum to deal with these issues.
In our report today, we are announcing the creation of eight subcoun-

cils to deal with each of these sectors. The subcouncils are at different

stages of preparation, but we are going to have outstanding American

leaders participate and leading each of them:
Lynn Williams from the steelworkers will be in charge of the subcoun-

cil on training.
Al Shanker is in charge of the subcouncil on education.
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Jack Murphy, the CEO of Dresser Industries, who is also on our
Council, couldn't -be here today because he's in Australia, is chairing the
subcouncil on trade policy.

Ned Regan is chairing the subcouncil on corporate governance and fi-
nancial markets. He'll talk about that in a minute.

Peter G. Peterson, the former Secretary of Commerce and now head of
the Blackstone Group, one of the country's leading experts on the budget
and the saving problem, will be chairing our subcouncil on capital
.fornation.

The trade subcouncil that Jack Murphy is chairing, will include Sena-
tor Rockefeller, Senator Danforth and Congressman Houghton, as well
as two of the top trade negotiators in the current Administration. These
groups are going to bring together, we feel, the top leaders in our country
to try to come to grips with the problems.

We have asked -them to report back to our full Council by November
15. We will then factor them into our overall work, and when we present
you with our next report in December or January, we pledge to lay out a
detailed set of proposals in these areas.

In our present report, we lay out a number of illustrative ideas: Reor-
dering the tax system so that it will shift the incentives away from con-
sumption and debt to saving and investment; to change the education
system, and Al Shanker will talk about that, to bring incentives to the
students to do better, work harder and provide a more effective work
force; and changes in the technology area so that the government can
make a much more concerted and effective contribution to the conmer-
cialization of technology and to revalue the role of manufacturing, not
devalue it as has been done in the past.

So, what we give you today is our initial effort. We come to some
pretty strong unanimous conclusions on the severity and nature of the
problem. We lay out some broad-based suggestions for how to start go-
ing about them. We set up a process that will work in detail on a blue-
print that we pledge to present to you in our next report at the end of this
year, certainly in time for the next Congress and the new Administration
when they convene in early 1993.

We thank you for this opportunity. The process you have designed, as
I said at the outset, has to date, worked very well. We've brought our
four different sectors together. We've had some sharp disagreements.
We've had some sharp debate in the group. It's been healthy. And out of
it has come a consensus report that we commend to you now with pride.

I'll turn to my colleagues, I think Rand Araskog first, to add a few
words on each of their perspectives, and then we're delighted to answer
your questions.

[The First Annual Report to the President and Congress prepared by
the Competitiveness Policy Council follows:]
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COMPEMTWVENESS POLICY COUNCIL
WAcroNri, DC

March 1, 1992

w Gonm

Honorable George Bush
JcsxJ. Muty President of the United States

ED.=Au V. RW The White House

B8 5 ~ Washington, D.C. 20500
A- m9

A DTVC e

Etu.m 0. Vm-m Dear Mr. President
Lm. Wus5

The Competitiveness Policy Council is pleased to deliver its First Annual Report to the
President and the Congress. This Report represents a consensus of the Council's members.
We unanimously agree that there is much that should and can he done to build a more com-
petitive America. Our main purpose is to bring considersaon of the country's long-term
economic problems into the mainstream of public debate and policy action.

In an effort to do so. this Report evaluates the competitive strengths and weaknesses of
the US economy, offers a diagnosis of its main problems, and makes several immediate rec-
ommendations. It then outlines the Council's extensive work program and process for devel-
oping more comprehensive proposals during the coming year, including the creation of
Subcouncils-as authorized by our legislation-to develop in-depth analyses of eight priority
areas of concert. As with all such reports, every member does not of course necessarily
agree with every word that is included in its tat

The Competitiveness Policy Council is a 12-member federal advisory committee. One
third of our members were appointed by President Bush, one-third by the Speaker and
Minority Leader of the US House of Representatives acting jointly, and one-third by the
Majority and Minority Leaders of the US Senate acting jointly. The Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-418), as amended by the Customs and Trade Act of
1990 (P.L. 101-382), created the Council 'to develop recommendations for national strate-

KummACowvmmicsA n
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pies and on specific policies intended to enhance the productivity and intertutio,.al .jrmpntive

ness of United States industries."

The Councils membership is qsuadripartite-divided equally among businress. lab(Ir, gr.-

ment (federal and state) and the pubfic. The members parnirpate as individuals ard d' nor u rr-

sarily represent the views of their respective institutions in the work of the Councit. One of cur

members. Secretary of Commerce Robert A. MosbharL. resigned from the Couail on Jar..-;
15 (when he left the Government) before the preparation of this Report. A replacement for

Secretary Mosbacher on the Council his not vet been named by the President.

Appoinonentc the membership ofthz Cornril *r Complered in the *nm i l' I

Secretary Mosbhcher convencd its arst meei L-rgo. Jun- 1 2Ri99 i. s W^s teI. t-_( h --r -2

time. From September 191 through Februn v 19°9.1, hc Counci held 4: -Iv i .ysm-.'

monthly h~sk-. We hase COn.uL!ei 2niJl witt aLrteenumbhr a. uested r .r.._i iv iv.

Administration and Congress throughout this p-iud.

We look forward Lo discussing the findings and :.&onmnendations of this Report widely

throughout the United States, as we all seek to bi-7d a wore comproive nation. We hope trht c .

Report, and our subsequent efforts as outlned in it, vill maLe at usful co-tunbudor ta dus effort.

Sincerelv,

C. Fred Bervsten
Chairman

Enclcsure

NO1 .: idenriv .eitters were sent to Dan Quaie, President of the Senate an- Thomas S.
..- Speaker of the House of Representauvis.

rt Bicr.aG A ComsPvttA AMtCA
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The New Challenge to America

T he United States has won the Cold War. Our econ-
omv has created forty million new jobs over the past
two decades. Bv most measures, the United States

maintains the highest living standards and levels of produc-
tivirv in the world.

But .Americas economic competitiveness-defined as our
ability to produce goods and services that meet the test of
international markets while our citizens earn a standard of
living that is both rising and sustainable over the long run-
is eroding slowly but steadily. The average real wage is lower
today than twenty years ago (Figure 1). Aggregate productiv-
irv has grown by only I percent annually for over a decade.
We are running the world's largest trade deficits. Much of the
economic growth of the 1980s was financed by borrowing
from our own future, both at home anid from the rest of the
%vorld.

On present policies and performance, the United States is
condemned to slower growth than the other main industrial
countries for the foreseeable future. The current recession
may turn out to be the longest in the postwar period and is a
manifestation of longer term problems that have been build-
ing for over two decades. The debt buildup, in both

Sil
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Figure 1
US Avenge Real Wages
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Figue 3
US Trade and Curmant Aeount Positions
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rapid cenomic prorss abroad as long as
irs own economy is fianctioningcompe-
titiveh and as long as inmrnanional
economic arrangements pnut it to par-
ocipare fidly in dhe advances of orle
cousanres IfAmnec fails t have is own
house in order, or if oher counDrin block
its participation. stued improvemenos
elsewhere can hurt rather thn help our
standard of living.

Aanerias competitiveness problem
has an important foreign pobct: and even
anional secuants. as well as economic.

dimension. The Unised States has been
dhe worid' leader in many senses for
over half a cenmirv in winning the
Second World War and the Cold W'ar,r in
demonsrnaing dhe virnes of democrac
and pluralism in espousing the princi-
ples of maret economics Yet the United
States will not be able to maintain a
leading role. nor perhaps even be in a
position to induence viorld events
subsIantialls; if we cononue ao slide ec-
nomicalhl .Aanencas fnuire wll increas-
ingly depend on our economic prowess
rather than our miltain capabilies

To an extent far greater than ever
before, foreign policy and nstonal
,ecurity in the 19

9
0s and beyond will

hegin at home. The United States will
hare neither the resources nor the moral
authority to be a word leader unless we
meet the challenge of improving our
competitive position dramatically. The
sorld will be both more dangerous and
less prosperous if we faid to do so.

There is plenty of blame to go
around, over an extended period of
time, for the decline in Amnia's rela-
tive competitive position. The issue
now is whether the country as 2 whole
can come to understand the fandamen-
tl seriousness of the problem devise
remedies that will effectively meet the
challenge, and create and sustain a
domestic political consensus to do so.

The purpose of the Competitiveness
Policv Council. as mandated by the
Congress in the Omnibus Trde and
Competitiveness Act of 1988, is to help
develop an acoon plan to restore
America's competitiveness, and to far-
dher popular understanding and greater
awareness by our public officials of the
problem and what we as a nation can do
about it The Council is a unique body
w-ith equal representation from busi-
ness, goverrenante labor and the public
interest. Its ru else members were
appointed equallv bv the President the
bipartisan leadership of the Senate and
the biparisan leadership of the House
of Representatives. The Council has
been at work sinceJune 1991 and this
report represenrs irs first effort to con-
tribute to the national debate.

There have been numerous prenious
repors on the competitiveness problem
and we do not intend to replicate their
analyses at great length. Indeed, we
could nor hope to have devised a com-
prehensive stiaegv on such a complex
topic in such a short peroid. In dhis first

C: : - V, :.,
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anusl repor we therefore intend to do
six th-s

* highlight the seriousess of the issue;

* analyre the ceneral underlying ctuses
of Americas conmpetioiveness prob-
lesC

* outline possible courses ofaction for
addressing these causes, without firm
recommendation at this point, tn a
effort to stimutlae national debate;

* emphasize that measures put forward
to deal with the present econonic
slowdown will he fr more effective
if they are part of a program to
address the fundamental problems
of the economy,

* make specific proposals for enhanc-
ing the importance of compeoitive-
ness in the hierarchy of national
policy concerns; and

* launch a process, induding the ore-
aion of Subcouncils as authorized bI
our legislation, to probe deeply into
some of the most criical aspecrs of
the competitiveness problemn These
Suhbouncls will help the Council
devise a compreheasive str tegy for
submission to the President and
Congress byjanuary 1993.

I BUmnCn A CoaWtnnAam
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Diagnosing the Problem

A merica's competitive problem reflects slow erosion
rather than sudden crisis. The problem has developed

A-',o'v-eover decades and will take many years to correct.
There is no Pearl Harbor or Sputnik to galvanize the nation
into action. The Council believes that, in spite of broad public
awareness of the nature of the problem. this lack of alarm and
drama is a major reason whv the United States, as a nation. has
not vet developed and launched an effective response.

Pluralistic democratic societies such as ours-and perhaps
especially ours-are not adept at responding to "termites in
the woodwork." Our national leadership has yet to acknowl-
edge the scope or seriousness of the challenge. The United
States has vet to develop a coherent, comprehensive, long-run
competitiveness strategy. Our leadership must inspire all
Americans to recognize the economic challenge and respond
accordingly, mobilizing widespread participation throughout
the nation over a sustained period of time.

In addition. some Americans seem to believe that American
resources and institutions are inherentlv the best in the world.
This view mav have been accurate at one time but is now in
doubt in some kev areas. Excessive confidence in our competi-
tiveness is another barrier to effective national response that
must be overcome.

..g .

!,� i -
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,twon his also proven d fict f t8 Therefrre we ar also encouraged that

ecause of th complex r4vdsat 4 _ he s l Gnltl: the Federal government has recentd

underlies the relative Arin e. bsiplardwr institised several progratis tht hea i to

Thnre is no single soursee Cfdif v _ t _t deal eids the issues we emphasize in this

rs single prescinbed rMpr repo_ t _t q nststae governtmetsea hve

Itperming Aamnca~; nrm im sale adopmd tecr or-_ industrial programs.

willrequire simIedtnemoodar_. But rhe Unir' States has to an

nunaber of areaas sia ofwhich oCT important eCneas, been living off the vast

Council has initMalv identified as most F 7 4 3 stock efcapital-phvsical and human-

salitsatt saving and invesumens educa- _emassc:~ over the seeond censurv of its

tios and training. technollc) porte t2o national cistence frn mughv the
goveunance and financial markets. inutui KiO A 2 5 Civil War to the close of rhe Second

health care costs and tade. Each of World War). Prior to 1940, Americas

thee in earn subdivides intoa number saving and investment es were among

of imporeant components (Other faC- _ .15 the hiehest in the world-and consider-

torss. uch as lagging productivityin the ably bieher dtan Japans (Figure 10).
servsces sector and antiourr pc anre Our education saemr was second to

also important; the Council plans to 1980s, Fiuma 9). Many Europeans and none. In the interw vears. American

address them in the futue.) others abro;i` Me fearof .anerican (as

To add to the compleasen: there is -eHl ij2aFaneret competitiveness as Figure 9

dearly sgood deal of good news. The motivation for improving their own US Share of OECD Manufactaring

rrowth of productivitv in iAmerscan performance. Exports

manufatatring has been subsuntial in It is clear that a substantial number

the 1980s-faster than in the 1960s and of Americn companues. and milbons of 25

19
7

s and faster than in most other Amiencan workers, have risen to the

indussnial countries eacept farjpan challene of the modem world econo- 270

(and even there the gap was cut sharply mv. Our aerospace, biotechnology, 1

boom the previous two decades) (Figure computer pharmaceucl. teleconu- --

8). Inflation has dedined sharply. nicatiom equipment and many other E

The trade defict has fallen by about industries are leading the world. The °

S100 billion from its peak in 1987. The Counil is encouraged by this prog- i

contining trade improvement provided ress-achieved mainl hrb American

half of our economic growth in 1990 companies and their workers 5
and haved the severity of the recession The Counl ahso believes that gov- .Jimss-ea -us

in 1991. The United States has revained eroment has the responsibility to pro- o

much of the share of OECD eapors of vide a policv enviroment that supports 1215 Im 1975 Ing trs lsn

manufactured goods that it lost in the and promotes a compeitive America. ___________ _r

8 Bt:umc ACouvrwTrn 1A1stL
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Figure 10
Hitricasl Natlaoil Sintq Ratst
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leadership in manufacturing technol- up in manuf2cruring prouess and tech-

oev-domnmated by the key indusnies nologv, uhale ours focused on other

of the dav such as steel and automo- goals.
biles-uas clear. To an important extent. the United

After World War 11. however. much States was the vicim of its own success.

if the rest of the uorld made steadv Our inherendy temporary dominanon
and spectacular progress while the of the world economy created a sense of
United States improved its posinon complacency in our companies, our

much more slowly. The saneg rates of workers and our governments. W\e

many countries imped sharply, dou- ignored the possibiliry that the normal

bline or more in some eases, while ours recovery of the vanquished and devast-
remained constant and subsequentls ated could atm-in three or four

fell. Other countries maintained or decades-into a se ere compenitve
improved their educational standards challenge for Amienca.

while ours slipped badly. Their govem- Our Council does not view the

ments consciously implemented com- elements of good news. and Americas

pentveness strategies, seeking to catch xtellar record in the past. as iustifianon
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for aa synse ofooanmplacescy Rther
we believe that the erosion of competi.
riveness is a serious problem for this
nation-one of the most severe that it
faces as it prepares to enter the twenqy-
first centuy.

But our Council is encouraged by
the countres recent progress in seveal
key spheres. the rich herritage of its psr
the ability of its people uo respond to

d&.erotrvesperiallv when inspired by
their leaders-its wealth of underlying
human and physical resourens and the
large number of its pnvate and public
insttutons that have demonstrated
considermble apaciiy for effective
response. We believe these indicators
reaffirnm the ability of the United States
to respond effectively to dth newest
dialleng-ttuhough such a response can
emerge only when the coauntry develops
a plan of zacion and mobilizes poisomi-
lv to implement that plan. We also note
that some of our chuef competitors
amoss the Atlantic were recently suffer-
ing from so-called Euroscierosis" and
'Europessimism' but, in less than a
decade, have come again to e widely
viewed as a dynamic source of world
economic growth (despite their current
siowdonvw and a msagnt for inrema-
tiona imnvestnent

We also emphasize that relatively
modest improvements un performance
can have dranatic long-term effects.
For example. had we maineained our
productivity growth at the 1948-73

avemge of 2.5 percent annually from
1973 through 1990. instead of letmng it
drop to 0.8 percent we would have
raised the medan family inoame un
1990 from S3 5,000 to S47,000-an
improvement of over one third. We can
eliminate the trade deficit and hait the
buildup of our foreign debt by etport-
in3 just 1-2 percent more of our annual
naOput

The Underlying
Causes ot America's
Competitiveness Problem

a rny &~ extist in America today
1MV haut, dircty tend indLrectly,
adversely affect the nationus cmped-
tivreess. But we believe there are three

t0 BL'wsOP A CoPrrAaTMRC
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eenests-short-tenrmism. perverse
incenaves and an absence of global

thinking-that permeate our sociey
and most directly hurt its competiave
positon.

Short-tenr m
The first, and perhaps most fandamental.

problem is Americas proclsiity to think
and act with a shore-term horizno. Br
*norns. our compentors around the
iiorld plan and execute their acooMs

againt far mote extended time horizons.
These cantrasts can be seen at the carpo-
rate. indisidual and covemnental levels.

According to a recent survey of over
'00 corporate managers by the Time
Horizons Project of the Harvard

Budness School, cnducted for the pn-
s-ate sector Counicil on Competatrveness.

CUS manaters believe that their firns

have systemancally shoreer ome hoar-

zons than do their major compeotors in
Europe and (esperiallV) Asia2-though
these time horizons are longer today
than ten sears ago. Our capital markets.

tradinonally stewed as one ofAmerica's

grearest economic streneths, seem to
demand canstant arcenson to quarnerly

profits. The volatlity of our economyg
with much sharper luctuations in both
growth and inflatton than our main

competitors experiec makes it harder

to plan for the long nrin (see box on

page 12). Frequent changes in tat rade

and exchange-rate regimes add to this
instability.

In addition. a sigmnficant numher of
American companies have failed to
recognie the changing narureef the
manufatcurioe process which, if proper-
ly addressed. could arm them with

treater responsiveness to customers
and more fisancial tlexibilimv. Many

American tirios do not devote the rigor-
ous attenion to manutactiring excel-
lence that is needed to build and

maintain market share oter time. to
b'nng new products quicklv to market

and to conrsuously, innovate the
improvements needed to meet con-
ismer demand. Product and process

innovtion. and dsnamic responses to
market changes. are crucial ingredients
for a nations competioveness. There is

cleads some progress in this area. but

manv American firms soll fail to effec-
oseh, commercialize new technolones
es en when those technologies are

invented in the United States.
-American households also dwell

larmeiy in the shore rmn. Their rate of
asine is the lowest bv tar of anv maior

counrn in the world (Figure h 1). The
result is far too little seed capital for
nvescment in huure grooth. The slow

groweh that results then retards future
incomes both slovine the creation of

new jobs and dampening saving (and
comsumpion) still fanther in the fuaure.

To he we tar too many Americans
live on incomes that art too low to enable
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S. 1 @ ilbfuture gerations. That debt is now
_*_ -I tw _ approaching S4 mrillion, or about

As*,i S 550,000 for nerv Amnerican Eamilv

E f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rdctive ptmvteittvesrsnent is
fq l crowded out and huge sums mtust be

mit - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~borrowed front abroad, adding further
amdfu '' . , to America's seams as the world's largest

YU~ ,~debtor rmono.
BS Theemphasis nohepresent and dis-

U tiu .W regard for the future has been revealed

qmre n~ bis -mslearlv in the buildup of nassive

-MI~w* tmuabh1 is debts overthe pas decade. In the fare
suaflud IZs iiiih iimgj I of high real interest rates and nw nox

-rw 4 c l I incentives which should have induced
-fldis tb I | more saving, everv sector in America

ft ddw ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~, spent moeand promised to pay later.
"h UN W* I Shot-termism reached new heights.

-Comopeontve perfiornmae reqpuires
a:: w 4sthatincomes beeamed andnotbor-

rowed. Whie bortowing. lik fortreit
them to save at alJ-espedaiv in the pre- the share of saving is thus essential to direct inveitrent, can be a legitinate

sent econotnic ctcunstances. Indeed, in a raise the level ofconsumtpoon. Americatn source ofapital. it must go ntoinvest-
petiod of dedining real incomes mans households' low propensitr to save has ment and not consumprion if it is uo be a
Amertcans have to draw down their the effect of reducing their standard of source of future growth Nations. ble
savings, or go even deeper into debt. to bvine and abilirv to consutme over tume. individuals cannot tndefitutely bossow
maintain their standard of flving. Conversel. if thev save more as their for consumption. However.uions tan

But it is crucial uo recognize that incomes rise. thes will be able to achieve go on borrowing for much longer pesi-
increasing the share of saving tn nusional and suscain hieher levels of income and ods and thus shift the cost of todavs con-
income, which requires reducing the consumption in the future. sumtion onto fuiture genesonostin ways
share of consumption in the short run, The Federal gmvermment-executive that most families would reject as unfair
wiB subsequently lead to a higher Inielof and legislative branches alike-is per- to their children and grandchildrei.
mnsumption for everyone. Income and haps most guilty of excessive short-term US competitiveness requires an end to

hence total consumption are lagging emphasis. Its huge and peristent budget the debt-financed cotsmbption hosth
because of the slow growth in meal pro- deficits (Figure 12) eahibit a shocking public nd private, which hlas chater-
ductvirv. which in turn is due itmpor- lack of discipline and concem for the ized the past decade Aggregate nonfinan-
ctantv uo the low level of investment and future. creating a massive national debt cial debt. wich now stands at about 190

supporove natinonal saving. Incteasing that must be serviced if not repaid by percent ofGNP hla scored ir above its

12 BeorLccA CansrrrTss Aaitcs
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Figure 11
Household Saving Rates
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Figure 12
US Budget Oeficit
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'normdal peaceonte rsne of 135-145
pertentoaGNP(Fioure 13). Ourdebt
has ero much faster over the past
deade than it did to thnance the Second
World War. A return to more normal
levels of debt w-udd require submsanial
chances in the pncrem of owertnmen.
business and households.

Pervemse Incentives

A second husdamental problem. .hich
helps to explasn the emphasis on omme-
diae gnrahfation. s the senes of
peverse incenoves that permeates
Arnencrn socmerv. *ur ran a1s penllme
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Figure 13
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saving, provide hide inducemsens for directors There are sizable ep2 between
imvesinseni. indeed oil investment away dhe incomes of maiagers and workers.

from productive capital equipment, and These perverse incentives have
favor consumption and debt. Our politi- become worse in recent years. The 198I
dana are rewarded for spending more tax legislation created huge preferences

and rutting taxes rather dun for prudent for invesrment in commercial rexl estate

fiscal polities. The ranr I their succes- as opposed to manufactaring. The 1986

sors pay off dhe tax-free bonds used to tax leislanion. while doing away with
finance new projects rather than spend those paricular preferences and exmi-

current money on unglamormis infia- ruting a number of undesirble tax

snucture maintenance. loopholes, also elimiatted misn of the
Similarly our education system offes incentives intended to increase saving

few incenoives for good performiance as and investment thai had previously
many coleges compete for studentsu isted in the tax code. (It did eliminate
whatever their high school records, and some subsidies to consumption but is

potenisl employers ignore those records left untouched some of the most
as well. Our health care systen provides extensive ones.)
inadequate mechanisms to induce same The wave of corporate mergers and

containment There is madequate link- acquisitions us the 1
9

80L, many of them
age between the long-term performae hostile. intensified the pressures on cor-
of our corporations and the compensa- porate America to produce immediate
non of their mnnagers or their boards of returns to shareholders. Many colleges.

responding to the dual pressures of
mainting enrollment in the face of

declines in the traditional college-age
population and of eapandang access to

higher eduction, lowered their stan-
durds for admission and retention-

thereby reducing incentive for srudents
to take rigorous courses and work hard

in scoondary school. Health care costs
have absorbed rising and unprecedented

shares of naional outputL

Globallatln

The third key problem is Americas foil-
ure to think globally. The share of trade
in our economy has doubled in the lust

twenty years. The United States is now
as dependent on trade as isJapan or the
European Communiry us a single enrito
One fifth of our corporarions profits
derive from their international actiites.
One in SiX jobs in manutacturinsg relies
on exports. Almost 25 percent of a11
agriciltural output is sold abroad. Our

prospenrty depends to a considerable
degree on whether we can compete

effectively in the world market-indud-
ing of course within the United Stats
itself against competion from abroad.

Mamy American firmts are already
heavily engaged in international comn-

metre. But only 3 percent are direcdy
active in more than five counmrie IS
percent of American firms account for

the vast majority of our exports. Much

14 BEUrDLt A CosmsrsTem Am A
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of corporate Ameria, particlarly
smaller firms for which the costs
of entering foreign markets are
formidable has yet to respond to the
global nature of today's economv. Even
some firms that have intertanionauzed
somecime feel they must sake the mute
of investing abroad rather than compet-
ing in ioreign markets from their
American base. even though the latter
uould pmovide eveaer rewards for the
US economv.

The Federal government has ire-
quendv inmored the consequences for
the American economv of the external
effects of its policies. For example. the
huge budget deficits and high interest
rates ot the early 1

9
80s strengthened

the exchange rate of the dollar so much
that numerous American industries and
agriculture were decimated. There have
been tew efforts to adapt American
pobcs to practices abmad. The lnited
States takes no systematic sie" of the
composition of its economy except with
respect to military production. while
many other nanions emphasize structure
as wellas arg :te ourcomes.

These tenmi tcies continue to exist to
a dismanvng degree. Each years budget
debate ignores the contsnuing and rapid
buildup of exteroal debt which increas-
ingly places the fate of our economy in
the bands of others. The tax laws of
both 1981 and 1986. as noted. ignored
their impact on the counsrv s intema-
rional position. Antinrust poic! should

consider both global and domestic con-
sequences in deteroning whether to
permit corporate mergers. Myriad pol-
cies and practices of our own govemn-
ment block annual exportt worth tens of
billions of dollars. We have unilaterallv
disarmed our export credit faciliies
o hde the compennon expanded theirs.

In the globalized economy of the
1
99

0s and bevond. the Lnited States
must consider the impact os all new pro-
rrams on its compenrive posiuon. ie

cannot ignore the -external' impact ou
our intemral" acions-mindeed the two
are now so indisinguishable that the
terms lose much of their meaning.
Amerscon corporanions. workers. gov-
emments and the public must realize
that the compemnoon is global and that
American compenoveness can be eifec-
sirelv sustained only if theyn respond to
that realitv

At the insemranonal level. the U nised
States has becn slow to recognsze that
the ascendance to global economic
power of Europe and Japan will require
new forms of collecove leadership so
maintain uvorld economy that conan-
ues so be both open and globally on-
mused-rather than divided into
restrictive and hostile blocs. The United
Sumtes has also been slow to seek inter-
naional hurmonuzanon in key policy
areas, such as taxanon and ananiust. that
would limit the damage to the US
economy of signticosat policy differ-
cnces among the mamor countres.
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Six Priority Issues

T n he Competitiveness Policy Council identified six
specific issues as deserving priority attention in the
first stage of its work.

* saving and investment

* education and training r
* technology

* corporate governance and
financial markets

* health care costs

* trade policy

We do not bv any means view this as an exhaustive list
of America's competitiveness challenges. Indeed, we plan to
address a series of additional issues, such as lagging pro-
ductivity in the services sector and antitrust policy, in our
future work.

In addition, although use of the courts is obviously legiti-
mate and essential to redress individual grievances and to deal L
with a wide range of issues, especially those relating to safety
and health, we believe that excessive litigation is generating
sizable costs for the American economy and should be
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asoided. We also believe, however. thir Figure 14

the six issues we have identified are National Saying Rsn

among the most importani componenu 40

of the problem and should he addressed s

urgently.
30

025.

Saving and Invsst ent 2 2 ..- -- - .

me'cas low levels ofsaving and t - \-

Ainvesmsent are clearly a maior \

pmsblem. Compeoniveness is larelye V

determined by nanonal produccisi 5 _ _ _ - uK --- G . __ -- --fe

Producisisy in omm depends on the us Caeu - ja,.

stock and rrowth of physical capital. is0 is is2

investment-along with human capital. .. n r r_

v loch relates direcdv to educational

attainment and trining. and technology

which is droven critcally by the abilin inlg declined further over the pass ther sahstantial decline in Amercas

of a society to innovate and respond decade and invesosent failed to nse, already i nadequate wherewithal to

doh-amicalls to market opportunmies. Our goal. as in a11 areas. should he to finance internally even in alread miade-

Hence naxonal investment is central, achieve globaliv cumpeoitive standards quate previous level of investment.

In tum. it is ulomatesv financed by for Amencan performance-in this area. To a2esent this low rate of national

natonal sas2ins. Capital can be hor- raising both the nanonal savior and savine. the Unieed States has borromed

towed from abroad bus only fur a time invesomens rates substantially by the end massivelv from the rest of the world-

and only with simnificans costs. National of this decade. about SI lrillbon-over the past ten

investment and saving ame thus crucial Two parsicularly distorbing develop- years. This borrowing convened the

for competitiveness. menu occurred on this front in the coounpry as already noted, from the

The United States has the lowest 1980s. On the saving side, the national world's largest creditor so the world's

vraes of saving and investment of anv rate had remained roughly constant over largest debtor. Such borrowing would

indusrsal countrv. Our national saving the previous centur-for as long as have been acceptable, perhaps even

tate is less than half that of Japan and scatistics on the master had been cam- desirable, had it been used fur new

about two thirds that of Genmanv piled. Its composinon would change at investment so revitalize American plant

(Figure 14). Despite a barage of tan mes but prisate savmg would nse when and competitiveness-as was the cas

measures in the earl 1980s intended so public saving (the budget position) fell with the counrm's large imporation of

increase both. and bmradv favorable and vice versa. in the 1
9
80s however. capital in the lster pars of the nine-

eronomic arcurnstances the rate of sav- bosh fell sharplv The result was a fur- reenth centurv. American investment,

1I B=LoDG ACoaPETMVt SAILCA
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Figure 15
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however, never rose above previous and saving. Whshtever steps are taken to
levels (and. on some measures, dropped improve our educational ssstem and
below hem). Americas investment rate technological prowess. resources co
remains less thin halfthat ofJapan and deploy hose gains for lsting econouic
below all other major competitors benefit svill be available oniv if savng
(Figures 15 and 16). and investment rise substantialy. The

The foundation of any serious effort Council thus places the highest priority
by the United States to improve its on these issues.
comperitiveness must be a subetantbl Both ssainr and investment can be
rise in the national levels of investment subdivided into their private and public
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components Policy measures can be
addressed in a11 four dimensions: tax and
other incennies to stimulate private sa-
ing and induce private investrment, bud-
getars tightening to reduce public
dissasing indeed, the Council beheves
that the Federal budget should be shift-
ed into surplus in order to make a net
conoibuton to national saving.

The Council has devoted particular
attention to the fourth area. pubhc

investment-tthe stare of the county's
pubac infrastructrure Isee box on page
22). There is considerable evidence that
the sharp decline an attention to our
stock of roads. bridges, airports, public
buildings and other infrastmautre over
the past two decades carrelates with
and may be an important cause of. the

' ., ;X- I discpbne however, and ao avoid theY t t , z,> -| wasteful'porl" that hiz sometimesF; mJ_ 7;f U L £ _r | chai zed puahcspendingproegram
iof tha tpe an the past

* t Educatlon

a; ve- g n ;_ ' T he Council helieves that educanon
-1_ S IL _ --*t, ; reform is another crical ingre-

-•gu +,; g dient of any national competnveness
:-< strateeM .A countrn is only as comnperi-

riml l _U~fl r 6Ut rove an its human resources. Japan.

ba sKorea and other East Asian countrnes
-^., - ~ , -- i tha have created the most dramatic of

the "economic miracles ain the postwar
-l < period hase done so importantr on the

strength of rapid inprovement in the
decline in national productivry. We sill education of their workfonres.
he working further on the proposition Bv contrast. US educanonal perfor-
that increased and sustained govem- mance-particularl- an pre-lnder-
ment spending on infrasnrucure. pri- earten and in K-12-is inadequate bh
maniv at the stare and local le els. any conceis-able standard. Our students
including through increased Federal test scores have improved over the last
handing for their acsinies. must be an decade but these euans no more than
essentasl parn of ano comprehensive offset the decline of the presious
surategy to restore Americn compeG- decade (Figure 17). American students
tiveness. rank near the bottom on all recent

It may prove desirable to clearly dis- interntcional comparisons, which
cinguish this component of pubhc include a number of developing coun-
spending by creating a capital hudget tries as well as other indussrial nations
for the Federal government Such bud- (Figures 18 and 19). The goal must be
gets have long been maintained bv sir- a restoration of globallv competitive
rualls all other countries as well as by performance by American students
stare eos-ernments in the United States, i- 2000.
It will of course be essential to avoid
using this device to circumnent budget

Here too we subdivide the issue mnro
several categories Pnriary emphasis

20 Et1LDnorA G rPyrvMtvsitaics
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Figure 17
SAT Scors for Collgep-toad Studeoma
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Figure 18
MaSe Proficiency Among 13 Year Olds. 1990-91
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Figure 19
Soienice Proficiency Among 13 Year Olds, 1990-91
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should probablv be directed at pre-
kindergatren and K-12. where the
overwhelming majonts of the entire
population gets ia fonmal education. It
is essential that these reforms focus
simultneoussly on ransin student per-
formsnce at all levels. Standards of
achieeenent. and the incentves for
meeting them. must be raised both for
snudents who plan to go directhl to col-
Ieee and those who intend to po direcrts
into the woriforre. Another area is also
crucal: periodic if not constant retain-
ing of adults, vho must shift jobs as a
result of the connnuing droamics of the
marketplace or upgrade their skills to
remain effecnive in a given job whose
requirements are nsing steadily due to
technological and other chanees.

Technology

T echnoloer is the third ares to
1vhich the Council has attached

prontv. The pmblem is not pnimarily at
the leel of scientific inmention. To be
sure, other countmes are catching up to
the United States on such indicators as
patent filings (Figure 2 1) and Nobel

Prim mrnners. We cannot be compla-
cent on this front any more than on the
others, or one key are of continuing
Amencan leadership could founder
as well.

The main problem at present. ho.-
evrr. is in the reavtelv mundane area of

22 BLcDINC A COeIPElT..VARICi
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Figure 21
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monufacturine process. where techno- improve the manufacrunng process.

logical innovtiaon is translated into Human resource dev elopment through

com nercial success-the -developmetnc greater coopersaon betseen manage-

in research and deelopment. Research. ment and labor can plaY an important

development design and production. role in restonng the abiliry of0 Aencun

marlketnnt and customer service are enterprises to sustain pofitabilir.v and

essential elements in a competinie man- higher real wazes in the global market.

oftcturinm snstem. Neglect of any or Japanese and some European irins. and

these elements renders the mstem less a growing number of US companies.

efficent. No scientist, no researcher. have demonstrated thai snerroisoc

and no sales or sernice cilitYv can oper- labor-manazement relations can be an

ate in an effectise manner without corn- important source of productivity

munication and cooperation from all improvement and thus an important

elements of the sstem. Good eneineer- ingredient ior increased competitiveness.

ing and design occur uhen eneincennne The United Stares has substantialls

specialisms benetit from input from those devalued the importance of excelling at
who implement the science and from the manufacriring process with the

rhose who use the technology. result tat firms in other counties have

Aloreover. managerent in many frequently succeeded at coomercialiZ-

companies has failed to draw effectively ing technolohiies invented in the United

on is workforce ior ideas on hoss to States-much as Americrn eross. during

pokive an thc
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the nariy decades of this century.
excelled at commerciaizing technolo-
ginvented in Europe. Amerlicans
remuin good scarters while others ha-e
become better finishers

Federa tehnology Polcy hs con-
tlibeted to this oiution bv clingng to its
traditinuil focus on scentfic bra-
through rther than empntpaing earn-
inerial fowtkvrOughO Another kev isue
wich is both a cause of the problem and a
sinmn. is the decine in the number of
enineers graduating from Americnn urn-
esmsin a to ei below that ofJapatn on a

per capta bass Our noal shotld be a rate
of growth in manufacturing ptiductnin
in the 1

9
90s tht equais or cdsJapan's

nd continues (as in the 1980s) to txcred
that of other industrial counties.

Corporate Governance
and Financial Markets
Our fourth prionn area is corporate

tOmermuince. The Council believes
that the responsibibtr for improwing
Amercan producrity lies primiardy with
Amernian industry and its workes and
that midustiry ability to contribute effec-
tvely to a compctitiveness strategy is
thus of utmost importance. A nation's
competiverness ultimately rets on the
quait, performance and emt of goods
and siitrsc produced within its borden
This in mem places heavw emphasis on
the nature and peritnnance of the corn-

pruun there (whItever the mix of domes- Figam 22
rc and foreign ownership). The eniron- HUaM Cars Exlandtlursn

ment set for them by government policn as a Peremni of GaP
is of course critical to these outcomm, in
the manners described above and below
but the fundamental achievemcnt of
national productMiity is largely up to the
firms Thus their modus operandi is of
cental importance.

One ke y issue is whether there ure
elements in the economic and finuncial
ensronrnent in which American firms
operate that constrain their abilint to
compete. in particular, as discussed in
the previous sectmon. US capital markets
can divert the attenion of US maoagers
from long-ron considerations of main-
miring market shares to a short-run
focus on quarterly profits. The macro-
economic instability of the United
States. suth inflaion rates both higher
and more volatile than in Japan and
Gernnany seems to have a similar
impact. The governance issue also
relates importantly to the strucaure of
corporate management: the role of
boards ofdirectors. the relanonship
between them and management. the
role of employees in management, the
incentiv systens on which compensa-
non is based and the like. One national
objecsive should e to create an eni-
ronment of economic and policy sta-
bility within which managers can do
schat many of them already want to
do-narge the corporatinn for long-
term growth.

I1 1371 m Im ves

Health Care Costs
fifth issue is health car costs.

_.JU'e single out this sector for par-
ocular attention because of its enor-
mous and growing impact on the
economy and Federal budm and the
marked disparity between this impact in
the United States and in other countries
(Figure 22). Expenditures for health
care have risen from 7-8 percent of US
GDP in 1970 to 12-13 prcent oday
and are projected to rise to 1S-17 per-
cenr, on current policies and practices.
by 2000. This would be roughlv double
the levl in all other industial counties.
Moreover, there is widespread aware-
noss that these additional costs are not
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Figure 23
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buying better health for the population poring technoloir development or

as a whole. Indeed. u hilt some parts of improving educanon.

the populaoon are receiving the best The naional obiecvie should be the 'j p d
health care in the uorld. other Amer- ichievement ot uorld-class health care

icans are recessing care that is inferior to for all Amsencans at o cost to the eMono-

that sn manv other nations (Figure 23). my that is comparble to the other moior

The quesnon for our purposes is industoil countes.

ahether suchrbost. uich disert a large

,hare of nanonal resources that ould be

used produlacaely elsewhere. are semifi- Trade Policy
ciandv undemunan Amerisn Compen-

oseness. e can do so in at least rto nor final ononni issue is orade

uovS: .Jpoliscy Trade is different irom the

(I) by raising the total cosis to corpo- previous five issues because it relares

anions that pav for health care for their indirectis rather than directly to pro-

uorkers and renres land thus the pnces luctivitv and the cost strucoure of the

of thost mcopanies' products), cspectally economs. It can nevertheless be

for manusfacuring industries where these extremely important. r

costs fall paciculryiv heasval. and For caample. an overvalued exchange

(2) hby mnsuming resources that rate for the dollar-as occured in 1981-

might be otherwise deployed for 85j creating the massive trade deficitrs

strenehm ing the infrasntucture. sup- that followed-can pgrce .Aanerican
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goods out of dhe foreign and domestic Arnericas competrtive position, or even impruve enhances die role of the
markets that arem ncial to enable them asessenidally defining dhe problem. The manufacturing secr because swings in
to acieve full ecaimnies of imrel An Council rejects chat view because it the oveal trade balm are dominated
oveivalued dollar can also discurage believes diat tde ultimate test of a by swings in manufactures rade. We
American firms from makting a mar- narionS competitvenes is dhe sotmdard should aim by 1995 to eliminate the
mua effort to inprove their perfor- of living of its own populatmi. to which deficit in our global radew goods and
tmance bv competing aggbenively against exeuttal trade is a very important but services (die current acount) and hence
die worldl besL Foreign barriers thdt only one contributing factor. Moreover, halt the need to borrow abromd with
blok the ccess of Anericrn products to macw omnomic problems such as large ronsequent further buildup in the
mareus abroad, and subsidies and other budget deficits can lead to rade deficits nrin's foreign debt
pract ces that enable producers abroad whatever the underlying soane of the This aggregate goal is not intended
to compete unfairly against producers countrr's compeetiveness. to imply indifference to what we expoet
bere, likewise jeopardize dtose two In todaOs global economy, however, The Council believes it is imporrant that
importsnt competitive benefiL Some of tde trade balance provides an extrenely the United Stats enhance its position as
the export disincentives and barriers valuable barometer of how a country is an exporter of products based on high
mainmained by the US Government itDelf doing competitvel-and whether it is levels of siD and high value added, ie_
cran have similar effects. earring its current stsndard of living. manufactures that can support high

Trade is of course a central focus of On these counts, and despite the reomv- wages. An alternnaive approach, which
the entire competitiveness debate. my in our exports over the past five might rely upon a declining enchange
Some observers in fact view dhe made years, die American record of the past rate wn stimulate exports, is not what we
balance as dhe best single proxy for decde is dismal. In addition, made envision.
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Framework for Action

A s the Council submits this report in early 1992,
concerns over fundamental aspects of the nation's

A ""c-competitiveness fuse with the need for the earliest
possible recovery from recession. The positive aspect of this

fusion is that the difficulties of the present reinforce awareness
of our more basic problems. The risk is that efforts to boost
growth in the short term could ignore and even exacerbate the
basic difficulties.

The Council believes that the right strategy at present is to
devise a program to address the underlying weaknesses in the
economy in ways that could also promote short-term recovery.
For example, an acceleration of government spending on
needed infrastructure projects would have desirable effects
both immediately and over time.

But the emphasis must be on righting the basics. Problems

with the countrv's underlying competitiveness have limited
our short-term options and will continue to constrain them
until fundamental reforms have taken hold. Conversely, the
most likely return to prosperity lies in addressing these struc-
tural problems and thus restoring confidence in the long-run
prospects for America. The Council believes that the time has
come to seek far-reaching reforms that would effectively
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came to grrsn with the deep, abiding
problems identified above

Our strategy in this report is to iden-
tifq and briefly elborate reforms in
several areas that might generate such
improvements over nime. The Council
is not yet ready to make firm recomn-
mendations for such a program but
believes that actions of the type
described, and the problem they seek
to correct. should be foca points of
naionol inquuv and debate during the
coming year. Public officials and candi-
dates for all offices should address them.
The publc, which often elhibits a keen
awareness of the problem, should insist
that they do so. This is the only prmcess
through which fundamental change
can emerge.

Toward A National
Competitiveness Strategy

Tn each of the six areas to which weI h2se addressed prionrty attenion the
Counul believes that efforts should be
made to devise new policies that will
make a fundamental change in Amer-
ics competitive position. In this sec-
tion, we offer illusutaions of the kinds
of reforms that we have in mind. The
Council is not endorsing any of these
steps at this time, having bad inadequate
time to esplore their likely effectiveness
and their full rantifications for the coun-
try We believe, however, that these

ideas, and others that pursue the same
coals, should be seriously considered.
The Council itself will be developing
and testing such ideas preparatory to
issuing firm recommendations in in
nest report. We urge other interested
groups and individuals to do so as well.

In each area. national goals-such as
those suggested in our prior discussion
of the problems-should be set atmsi
-hich subsequent performance can be

gauged. We want a results-oriented
strategy against whose crteria govern-
ment, business, unions. educational and
other institutions con be held accunt-
able. In light of the sweeping scile noa-
eir and even experimental nsture of
some of these ideas. constant evaluation
of their progress would be needed
and should be built into the reforms
themselves.

Saving and InvestMent
The most obvious initiative to enhance
sasing and investnent would be comner-
sion of the budget deficit of the Federal
goveroment into balance or prefonrblh
surplus. The deficit drains more than
half our private saving and drives up
interest rates, It pushes us deeper into
debt both at home and abroad. It raises
serious doubts as to whether the coun-
cry will ever put io house in order.

A surplus. by contrast, would make a
net contribution to national saving. It
-ould also provide a prudent founds-

tion for the increases in pension and
medical payments to our older citizens
that will become inevitible as the popu-
lation aces early in the next cenrury An
overall budget surphis would mo essence
perout the surpiuses in the Social
Security and other toust fonds to
become genuine national saving rather
than financing the rest of the govem-
ment budget It would provide a cush-
ion against future economic difficulties.

Converting the deficit into a surplus
vill require an inu rsive review of all
maior spending progranms. If adequate
spending cots cannot be found, it mav
be necessary at some future point to
increase revenues. The sum of these
improvements will have to exceed the
present deficit becamue additional
spending will be needed on some pro-
rams. such as public infrastructure. to

psumote US competitiveness.
In order to further enhance saving, it

might i necessav to change the struc-
ture of US utn polscy in wavs that would
elininate. or even rerie, the penrerse
incentives in the present code. The
most extreme option would be to subrti-
tore consumption-based ures for all or
some of our present ainime-based uaues,
The effect would be to eosmpt all saving
from taxation. The result should b a
substantial rise in saving that would pro-
duce a sharp full in the cost of capital. A
less sweeping way to stimulate private
sasing would be to exempt all interest
and dividend esroings from taxation, as

2B Onulorsc A t-.DA(lVPEITlT Auac
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Japan did until 1988 with its ma,
systemn th enabled each cid.n to hold
multiple rnt-free savings accounts and
invest in rnt-free bonds.

Saving could also h enouraged
indirecdty throurgh cta changes that

nould discourage consumpnon. Alter-
natives could include a vtilue-added ax
(VAn. as unlized in virualy everv
other major counonv a nanional sales tat
limitation of the tax prelrence for
interest paid on home mortgsges that
now applies up to SI million: or other
ector- specific approaches. These could
rephice some portion u todas income-
based rntes or le adopted. instead of
other types of rnxes. to raise additional
revenues as part of the essenoal effort to
curb the budget deficit.

All of these pmr-saving r x proposals
have some undesirable features. The
impact on income disniburion of most
of them is likely to h regressi-e.
Despite the crucial importance of rais-
ing saving for the long run. it would he
a mistake to dampen consumpnon too
quickly in light of the present state of
the economy.

These nsks are genuine but con he
countered by corefil design of the waxes
and by offsetting measures elsewhere.
For example. necessities such as food
and medicine can be exempted from a
VAT or sales tax. Direct rebates can
minagte effects on the poor. If the new
taxes were only a parnial element in the
overall regime as is likely, the prom es-

siviry of the income tan could he
increased to maintain faimes in the
overall tax svsmra. Some members of
the Counal nevertheless believe that
consumpoon-based tan measures would
be inappropriate and would prefer to
cononue rehing on the progressive
income CIL

Education

Sveeping retomm of educanonn. which
the Council also believes should be sen-

muslv considered but on which we are
not making specific recommendanons
in this report would rest on building
new incentives into the system at 1ll
levces. Colleges and univernies would
grant admission mm degree programs
only to thone students who have demon-
straed that ther are prepared for real
college-level work. The Federal gover-
ment would provide incennves for col-
leers to raise their standards, and for
students to meet those standards. bv
conditioning its insnituonal and stu-
dent aid on this basis-and byi makng.
sure that all qualified students, howeser
needy obtain a college educotion.

Teacher and other K[I 2 persounel
uould be rewarded as a group at each
school, for improved performance by
their students in meenug higher suan-
dards. Snudents and parent could le
given a choice of schools to attend.
Teacher pay would be made sensitnve to
shortages a individual disciplines to
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stimulate the supply of techers in those fous of a new training program would but has been much less effective oh the
areas. The impact on productivitv of be on comprebensive worker adjustment civilian side. There are huge differences
our system ofeducaonal governance assistance that comprised renaning, ob between the two, and it is dear that
and administration should be exmined. search assistance and temporar income eupertise in generatng and uilizing

Sinsilarly. students who do not attend support tailored to the needs of die indi- defense tedhnologies cannot be easily
college should be qualified to obtain sdual. Achievement of a fully cmnpeo- tansferred to cnmmermal producrts
good jobs as they leave high school. tise eduaoional system scould of course IesNmrh dlie end ofthe Cold
Employers would begin to scrutinize help to alleviate this problem as well. War frees an enormous amount of high-high school transcripts and teacher rec- quality resmures i the Unierd States
ornmendanons. and take thms senously sdenosts, rceducrans, skilled workers andinto account in their hiring decisions. Technhlogy managers as well as capital in both the
Companies mighr earmark some jobs On technologi, the United States could private and public sectors An historic
for gradusates designated by cerauin high escablish a new mechanism for govern- oppomniuty eaists to redepilov at least
schools, based in turn on those students ment and industry to work together to some ofthose reouces into danneils that
records. Structured work-study pro- promote the development of generic will support dhe rnstoion ofAmerican
granK drawing on Germun and other pre-compeotinve technologirs tha are compeitiveness. Much of this conversion
European eaperiences ould substan- not being financed by the private sector. must be acnplished as die private
tially improve both the job prospects for The Federal government has done a sector and suen individusil fimms have
high school students and die quality of good job in supporting defense-related already succeeded in bunching the shift.dhe workforce that emerges, technologies. through its own national The Federal government, however.

laboratones and the Defense Advanced mauv need to stimuaite and encourage

Training Research Projects Agencs (DARPA), dhe process. In addition to creating a
Fundamental reform can also be enns-
aeed for aiding workers who must shieft Figure 24
jobe due to dnamic changes in die Training Pregrnms in Selected Industialized Countrin

economy. We now rely essentially on _-_li_31_ 
_ _market forces and the efforts of some

individual companies-and tde latter
should be improved and expanded to ctee 1.1 0.2 VAN 37cover all dasses of emoployes. But our _
Federal government has never mounted
effective or widely accessible Mining I.s I u.2 S71 37
programs. Most other industrial coon-
uries do it-and most of thdn spend leaso 0_ i.e 3.s o.o n._ 9
more than twice as much as the United
Stares on the effort (Figure 24). The sur
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new mechanism for govemment-indus-
toy technology cooperation. at least

large pam of the natioml laboratories-
among our finest national instinons-
should be redamced award corommeial
'ennures. More effective commercalina-

don of new technologies could be pro-
moted through the creanon of new

prognams and insrunions aimed at
technology diffinion and applicanon.

such as a manufacturing entension pro-
gnm on the model of our agricuiral
extension sevnce.

Corpoeratb Bhwnance and
Financial Markets
On Corporate Governance and'
Financral .Iarkers the issue is whether
our present system promotes or

impedes gerowth in competinveness.
This quesnon ran be answered bh rare-
ful evaluaion of a number or proposi-
uont including the following:

* the degree to hich long-term per-

formance is the shared goal of both
corporate managers and shareholder-

owners:
* the degree of management's account-

ability to ovners:

* the effecriveness of owner monitoring

to achieve this goal;
* the impact of the 'shore term' signals

sent bh the nrading pracoces of inst-
minonal investors and mauizeerents

rnacoon to them

* the desaibitq of dampening current
rapid stock runover patternr;

* the degree to which managements
goals of crrtng shareholder value,
rmong corporate wealth and
advancing the interests of stakehold-
crs (including workers, suppliers and
communines) conflict or harmonize
with each other, and the preference
for one over the other. and

* the effect of leeislanon in establishing
a duty to these several consonuences.

Health Cars Costs
Comprehensive reform of health are.
in addition to pursuing universal cover-
age, would involve a recognition that
incentives for efficient utilization of
medical care are lackdng at a11 levels of

the svstem. To deal with exploding
costs the Federal government could
make use of a anev of containment
sorergies including espenditure caps
both to reduce unnecessarv usc of medi-
cal SeVicts and to improve efficiency of

the health care payment system.
Several alternanve possibilities are

cumrenrdy being discussed:
*a single paver at the national or sate

levels could be established (with new
limits on malpractice liability);

* to deal with the problems of the
uninmiretd about 80 percent of whom
are in worbing families. Congress
could mandate emplovrent-based
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cOrOnge dtrough a pay-or-play tax as States is presendv engagedt most
recotnmended by The US Bipartisan importandy, dhe Utrtuay Rotnd in Specific Proposals
Commnissitn on Comprehensive the GATE but also the North
Health Care (Pepper Commission): Anenctn Free Trade Agreement and A snored, the Council is not vet pre-

* mndnitdtais could receive assistaisce its subseqtaeittlv the Enterprise for the Pared to recommend reforms such
buning oisurance with vouchers, tax Americas Initiative; as those outdined above pending further
credits or expanded regulations; * substantial epansion of the Emon- analysis and discussion. Before turning

* a new universal accsssstem could Import Bank so march both the mag- to dte procedures by which it intends to
he created similar to those in other nirude and efferveness of other tpursue these and other possibilities.
industrial countries. countries' official export proerums, a however, there are two specific recom-

needed to induce others to ameu to mendatons that the Council does make

Trt GrlmRit (or prefensbly elnminate) inter- at this trme.
On trade the Coundol v. klieves that governmental compeitinon in mhis First. the Coutcil agrees that the

an enresis-e st of reortns souldabetime has come for the United States
cn e rsiv set of formsmnion or sharp reducim of to estxblith a eious compettive-

considered: Melimination or sharp red.. of ness straegey" through both sector-
•an aereemsent among the Group of many of the export diuincenoives

*Sev menindustrialnations(G-tof I unexcive or unnecessar national specific and generic policies, We note
Seven industrial nations (G-7) to ~~~~~~that the United States has in fact rarried

maintain the exchange rate of the security controls, foreign polic con-trol. siscuns.shor suply ontols our strategies toward certain sectors ofdollar (and other currencies) at a -ro thecton, econoplycotrls
compentie level baldin on the etc.) thur now curti billionsofodoy-and lie' indutrises from

comp-etitivelevel. building onatw h frales of l- the birth of the republic under different
refeenceranes" hatwere agreed brihcs--includirng a ricidniral polict.

in 1987. Avoiding dollarmervetvlua- its nnulh- detense policv and aerospace polic% -
non is of cenual importance in * evaluation of the effectoveness of US with themaintaining.American trade trade laws; with the effect of supporting Particular

maintaining American trade trade 1553s sectors deemed essential to the national
competitiveness * effective assessment of the practices interest. There have been failures but

* more broadly; agreements with the pursued by our tiading parmers. the resuls have sometimes been spec-
other econonuc superpowers (the specifically with regard to how such Lacularv successful: the world's most
European ComMUniniy and Japan) to practices affect US exons compen e faums and commerial air-
coordinate maroeconomic and mon- *a reduction in staff turoover in the craft, a robust computer indust-v and
etary policies to sustain world erowth relevant government agencies to many more Ther need be no enshr-
and thus a hospitable environment improe America's abihtv to negotiate rassment over conscious endorsement of
for continuing trade expansion; beneficial trade agreements; and such a policy, particularly as irfis pur-

* effective sults that will promoteUS L comprehensive assessment of how sued b vinully all other counuies
trade, employment and other inter- multinational corporanons, parocu- around the world.
ests through the several international arly those headquariered domesu- Moreover, under Adninisnations

negotiasions in which the United tally. affect our competiveness. of both parties and all ideological
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oriernations, the United Stats has fre-
quendy employed import quotas, tax
micientive gsvrmnt lans and pro
curenient. and numerous other devices
to support or protect individual sectors
(or even individual firims. as with
Chrvsler and Lockhee& These
approaches however, have been largeel
episodic and ad boc. We need to replae 3irn
this later approach liv the establish- d -

ment of policies like these mentioned -

above and with a coherent. consistent 3 d
and effective 'competitveness strmteev"rY the

Our present governmental structure d -

-as not designed o help this country F a
compete in glohal economy. Its only h avto U a tn o
two high-level economic official. the , .
Secretary of the Treasury and the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board,
are primarily responsible for financial with visions" of industry paths that ment would-for the firsn dse-be ina
matters. The government needs to des- nould be compatible with a prosper- posiuion to respond intelligendy to pro-
ignore an agency; perhaps a substntially ous and competitive American econ- posals for assistance from specific indus-
strengthened Department of Commerce omrv tries, It ould be able to fashion and
or the International Trade Commission C monitoring the actities of foreien pursue a coherent and disciplined coin-
uith its functions oresely espanded, that governments and irmos in those same peutiveness strateir'. Such efforts would
uoald raise the nations awareness of the sectors to pro-ide early wariono of of course have to be coordinated closely
competitiveness problem and initiate compeitive problems that might be with macroeconomic and other related
and maintain several acvities: on the hrizon. The intelligence policies so the Council of Economic
* assessing the likely course of Lev community miieh be able to con- Advisers. the Treasury Departmeni and

Amencaon industries. includine at tribute sienificanei to this pars of the he USTR wou ld need to be closly
lease some of those on the vers- simi- effort; involved. But them efforts would add an
lar fsos of kcrintal technologiese C acting a5 an ombudsman within the entirely new dimension to the govern-
drawn up recend vby several Federal Federal gosernment for specific com- meats capability to provide a Comped-
agencies and other groups in this petitiveness issues that are affected byv de environment for the economy and.
county and abroad, over dhe coming Federal laws and reula ionsat a *m nimum. to respond adequately to
decade or so; With such an analytcal mandate and sectoral problems as they inevitably

* comparing them baseline projections capability, the United States Govern- arise-

EcLtNG A COaPErrnlE AstaiCs 33
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t,- § Second, it is dear that out politicad
institutiooa should tLU account of the
implaicnona for the cmmstrvi competi-
aveness of all new progeams that they

I~~~~ t~~~~r ~~ adopt. The Congress alrcd, reacheds ~~~~~~~~~~such a Oudgment inx 1988 ,hbe inl the.
Omnibaus Trade and CompetitivenessZ = Act, it mandated the prepantion of
Compet-veness Impact Statements for

'A '~ precisely that purpose. The law has
seeinugly been ignored. however, and4 ~ t i@,! .such Statements have pined no role in

T thenational dehateoncriticalissues
;:tj~ md se- > | induding the budget tax policy. educa-

nion and health cre reform.
I We therefore helieve that the

ndud Ia Competitiveness impact
i''J - I,,' . ;Statement with ada reonnamenda-

t.S d8$F>; : j tion or reporn on legislation that it
':~ i '-!subnit to the Congress. The
_ s 4 -- : -* :iS : Congress should insist that uach

Satemnent hbe submieted, revie
lwau¶' X -N -- ,. them crefialfy and take them fiDly

; inr account in making i u detisions
-£e ja c; | ~~on Dl relevant legislation.

Next Steps

aInddition to offering these recom-
mendanons, the Council is laundung

an ambinous worrplan for the coming

year Fis hased on this iniial reportJ and our continuing work, the Council
will from rime to tromt e making rec-
otnmendanons on specific issues that
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noa arise in legislaive or rulenikine Like the Council itself. our Sub-

roceedines. we regard dhe Council as a councils comprise a novel structure

competnoveness oinbudsmana char will designed by the Congress to elcit con-

rtemnpt o drai attention to compes- strmcive soluuons from a quadripartire

ivmessm concerns in die debate over group of representoaives of business.

nentic policies, and on issues concern- labor, government and the public inter-

ng ipeciifc sectors and firms. and invite est. The Subcounctls will emphasize

nternsced parties uo alert us ro topics chat cooperanion bemween business and labor.

eed ro be addressed in that contest. beeen the public and private sectors.

Second. as authorized in the Omni- and between the Federal and state tov-

us Trade and Compeoitveness Acrt of emmenrs. They will include pmoponents

988, the Council is establishing a set Of of all responsible points of siew to

;ubcouncils to assist us in crafting sola- ensure chat their analses and recoin-

ions ro a number of dhe major competi- mendations will be balanced and com-

iveness problems lacing Amenca. The prehensi. TheYs will be ongoing

Subcoancils will seek to develop goals consultative arnums rhat draw upon the

for Americo in emd area and offer spe- best practices from American industry

Ilfc recommendations co de d with the and labor, foreign countries and com-

problems they are addressing. We are panies, innovative stare progrm

directing each Subcouncil co submit its uniersiry and ocher research centers.

initial set of recommendations to the and all other avilble sources

Ifull Council bvNovember S5, 1992. We are hereby establishing eight

The Council wil review these recom- Subeouncls:

mendations and report on them in its a Capital Fonnanon

nest Annusl Report to the President * Eduration

and Congress. * Taining
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* Public Inanure
* Crporte Gonnce and

Financial Marets
* Trade Policy
* Manoering
* Criical Tdinoloies

The Sub5auanud on Capitu l
Feentation will tuan oa strategies ao
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chaired by Lynn Williams, Presidentof
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Productivity and the new industry
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centers established it several univertines cm orefoi . Only strong leadership
by the Aifred P Sloan Foundaion. Building A can galvanize the public support for

The Sureun on Cridudi Competitive America refim dhit zppcrs to eist and is cru-
Technologies will review die recendv cial in die muroe of ihe effort. Only
inreased US Govenmen effm for T he Compertivess Poliy sb leadrship cn brin together e

developing~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ laigdg ehogi T Counnil beleves that improving necesry components of a comprehen-developing lendmng edge technologies
and evaluate them in relaion to the rh ntions competiiveness is one of sive progrtm. We believe that doe
efforts bv competitors such as Japam rthe primary challenges facing the American public is ready to respond to
sevetal European o~unoses and die EC United States as it prepares to enter the such leaderslip and is in fact suiarng io

severalEuropea countres and he EC entv-first century. Ile degyero demandit.
as a group, and Korea. Te Subcouncil rrvfrtcnu.Tedge o dmn t
will proup p olicic Tfundine and regunl which we meet that challenee vill go far The America that could result from

on poly m to determine the prospenn of our peo- such an effort would he far stronger
improving our technolog~icbal hav. It pe in the coming decodes. It will help than it istodv. It would taleamuch

mur wih -o lok t ritcalindvidal determine the world rule, in secturity longer ron view dian it does now. Ins
may wrsh i look' at critcal indivdual
induswies. It will work' dosehr vith and poGliical as well as economic terms. liws and reguilaions would enhance
the privrate sector Council on Conie- that the United States will be able to American competoveness. The countr

.iv s which has developed many play in the post-Cold War world. would be fully corznoant of its deep
oveness wnuch has developed may The Council believes that the histor- integration into the world economy and
recommendanoni on these issues.

ical record, recent signs of progress and recognize the cenorl importance of
Although die Council believes that unparalleled resources of the United superior pertormnance as measured

health care costs are a significant factor States will enable it to meet the chal- gains global standards.
affecting US competitiveness. we are lenge effectively. It will not be easy to Such an America would fulfill our
not seting up a Subcouncil on that issue restore the compeniove successes that definition of compeoniseness- meeting

at this nime. Since several detailed plans charoctenzed .Ameica in an earher era. the test of internaional markets while its
are now being considered, the Council however. Milany other counties are ctizens earn (ather than borrowI a ns-
beheves that it can be most useful not moving ahead rapidly and their momen- mg standard of living dth can be sus-
by denising a plan of is own but rather nun will be hard to catch. Ironicolly. dhe ained over the long run. We commend
by analyzing dhe competitiveness impact enormous assets of the 'nited States this vision to the President and Congress
of various plns as they emerge and still mask the slide which this Council as we present them with this First

make their way through dhe legislative feels hias now become quit de ar. Annmal Report, and lok forward no con-
procests. The Councdil will hus eep the Leadership from all our public offi- sibuting further o its relination with

issue under review and reourn to it later. ials will be essenial to launch the pro- our work in the months and years ahead.
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STATEMENT OF RAND ARASKOG, MEMBER,
COMPETITIVENESS POLICY COUNCIL, AND CHAIRMAN,

ITT CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NEW YORK

MR. ARASKOG. Mr. Chairman, members of the Committees, I'm
pleased to be here.

At our first meeting, Senator Garn, I suggested that the best thing our
group could do was to turn back the money that you had appropriated
and for each of us to write in ten pages what our thoughts were on each
of the competitiveness areas, put that into a document and send it to you
and have done with it.

I was surprised that I was alone in that opinion of all the people in the
room, because, like you, I felt we all knew what we were doing wrong
and that we just had to get our act together to do it.

Well, I must say that over the period of the last several months that I
have changed my mind entirely. I think the way that Dr. Bergsten has
run the group; the people that are in it; the first sessions-I never
thought I could get along with Lynn Williams. He's not here today, but I
find as time has gone on that he has some very good and thoughtful
ideas, as does Jack Barry, and that we all did have something to
contribute.

I felt, initially, having children and a wife who has been a school-
teacher and school board member, that I certainly knew as much about
education as MR. SHANKER. I found that also to not be entirely the case.

What I have tried to bring to the Committee is a deep sense of concern
about the fact, as you've all stated, that our country favors
debt-over-equity.

We double-tax dividends of public corporations. We allow debt to be
fully deducted. We created an environment for take-overs, mergers, and
acquisitions based on debt. We did the same thing in industry that we did
in government, and we're paying for it now.

We move the management of much of America from corporate head-
quarters around the world, from San Francisco to Minneapolis to Rich-
mond, onto Wall Street. And I think we have to stop that now, or we're
going to continue with tax policies and programs that do not create jobs.

Now, I haven't heard it said since 1980 that a principal objective of an
American corporation is to create jobs. I've heard shareholder value. I've
heard about the benefits of layoffs to the stock price. I have not heard
about job creation.

Now, finally, when we're in trouble, we're hearing about it. My com-
pany owns a finance company. Last year, we had 100,000 of our debtors
go bankrupt in our consumer finance company alone. They were out of
work. And we have the problem of getting them back to work.

My company has about the same level of employment that it had when
I took office. We have had some divestitures. But it seems to me that
over the last ten or so years that we have relied on small businesses and
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new companies to create jobs. And we have watched one large company
after another in lay-off modes, and I think a lot of it has had to do with
our short-range view, our debt-equity programs, and the fact that we
were unwilling to recognize that Wall Street should not run American
business.

So, I have felt that we have something to do, that we can make reports
to you that will be meaningful, and that hopefully some major portions
of them will be listened to. While we have a consensus report, I think the
public record of our meetings would show that several of us on various
occasions were "at each other's throats," in the sense of real sensitive
disagreement on how important is consumption taxation, value-added
tax, energy tax versus constant fooling with income tax, and constant
changes in business taxation which jerks business around.

For example, the new program that would tax annuities.
One part of the U.S. economy-the middle class-most of the people

buying those annuities earn less than $50,000 a year. They are buying
those annuities with after-tax money. They do not get the benefits until
their retirement, and we have a proposal to eliminate them at the same
time we're saying we should do something for the middle class.

So, not being too emotional about it, I hope we do have something, sir,
to contribute. We'll work hard if you keep our charter going. I think we
have an excellent staff. And I hope very much that something positive,
for a change, can come out of this in the Congress.

I thank you.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Regan, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD REGAN, MEMBER,
COMPETITIVENESS POLICY COUNCIL, AND

COMPTROLLER, STATE OF NEW YORK, ALBANY, NEW YORK

MR. REGAN. Mr. Chairman, Senators and Congressman Fish.
I will chair a subcouncil on corporate governance and the financial

markets. It's appropriate for me to follow up on Mr. Araskog's
comments.

By virtue of my office, I run a couple of fairly large pension systems,
and, therefore, we are a very major shareholder in corporate America. I
have no problem speaking for my beneficiaries-well over a mil-
lion-with Rand's comments, that a purpose of a corporation is to create
jobs, and perhaps that has been lost in the shuffle. It's been lost in, I
think, some of the corporate governance battles and shareholder activism
that has taken place in the last 4 or 5 years.

So, our subcouncil will be composed of the leading CEOs and acade-
micians and people from the regulatory agencies here in Washington and
New York to look at the issue:
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Is the purpose of corporations solely to create shareholder gain, or is it
to create something that I will call corporate health-corporate health
versus shareholder wealth? Or, in the longrun, are they both the same? I
would like to think that they are, but we will get expert testimony on that
and, hopefully, contribute to some shift in the thinking of institutional
shareholders as they view corporate America.

We will look at accountability. We will look at the German and Japa-
nese systems of corporate governance and how they relate to their share-
holders and compare it, and how our CEOs and boards relate to their
shareholders here in this country. We'll look at the signals that the finan-
cial markets send to CEOs for short-term performance and whether that's
a red herring or not.

It is often said that the rapid turnover in the stock market creates dis-
ciplines or an environment for short-term performance. I'm just not sure.
It might be a lot of other things, some of which have just been addressed
right here.

At any rate, our subcouncil on corporate governance will look down
the barrel of the gun with the Nation's experts. Our executive director,
Carolyn Baccato, is a national expert in the field. She is here with me. to-
day, and we will hold three quick hearings and wrap up. I think we can
make a contribution and resolve this debate on what corporations are all
about, what shareholders are all about, and whether or not there are
short-term signals, and whether or not we can cure our own problem.

My own belief is that we can.
Let me conclude by recalling to you an experience that I had when I

was county executive in Erie County, which is in the western part of the
state.

I was running the environmental programs there at the time and I saw
a number of polls that were done in the mid-1970s as to how people
fel-the voters, the taxpayers-about environmental programs and on
the question of a tradeoff ofjobs.

Even in the 1970s, they felt very strongly that there ought to be more
work done to rein in environmental degradation, even if it meant, in some
of the cases, a tradeoff ofjobs.

When the same questions were put, though, to the leaders-people like
myself, people like yourself-in the mid-1970s, we didn't feel that way.
We had a different view from the people and valued the job retention
more than we did environmental degradation.

The more important question, though, was this: How did the leaders in
the mid- 1 970s think the people felt?

We had a real misconception. We felt that in the mid-1970s that they
thought like we did. They didn't at all. They wanted work done on the en-
vironment more than we thought they did.

My own sense, as Fred has echoed, is that we are in a similar situation
today. I think the public understands economic sclerosis. I think that, and
the chairman has been with me when this has been discussed, that when
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we talk to our people at the rotary clubs and the Kiwanis and the chamn-
bers of commerce of this country, that if you characterize this nation as
having economic-and I use this word very carefully-stagnation, you're
not going to be hustled out of the room as being unpatriotic, and you'll
hit a responsive chord. In fact, if you don't say it yourself, the audience
will say it for you.

So, my own view is the public understands this more than we think
they do and perhaps more than many of our own leaders do.

About the mid-1970s, several things occurred in the country and Fred
has alluded to them. And they all occurred at the same time. Rate of sav-
ings declined. The educational scores-and Al will attest to this-started
to decline. And capital investment, especially the public capital invest-
ment per worker, the infrastructure per worker, declined, too.

They all broke at the same time, 1973 being as good a date as you can
get.

Not unsurprisingly, at the same time, our rate of growth in productiv-
ity and our real incomes declined, too. That is not uncoincidental. If you
have less public capital works behind each worker, you will get less pro-
ductivity. That's a fact. And with less productivity, you get less take-
home pay, lower real incomes.

So, we have laid out, and I think accurately and correctly, that, in fact,
there is a long-term problem. I think that people know it. I think, and I've
governed, as you have, Senator, in a city, Buffalo, where there was 14
percent unemployment in the mid-1970s. I never felt the concern at 14
percent unemployment that I feel today at 7 percent unemployment. And
there's a very real difference as to why on the streets of Detroit and in the
streets of Buffalo that you get a different feeling with those sharp differ-
ences in rates.

In the mid-1970s, they didn't feel that this country was in a period of
economic stagnation; in fact, we were growing, we were the best in the
world.

And so, they knew that, even at 14 percent unemployment, that would
end and jobs would be restored and there was hope and faith in corporate
America to produce jobs, as Rand says.
That isn't the case today. That's what has surprised, I think, the politi-
cians, the candidates running for office, and the anger they feel. And
they'll say to me, "Well, my gosh, it's only 7 percent unemployment.
What's going on? Why are we surprised? Why were we bushwhacked,
mugged on the way to re-election here?"

And the answer is that the public understands, and maybe even more
so in a post-Cold War environment where the focus is not on not having
that concern and they are, focused on the Nation's economic stagnation
and wants, I believe, the candidates to talk about it.

We have a comment-about 8 or 10 words-on page 27 that I think is
quite appropriate, and I'll wrap up right there:

57-928 0 - 93 - 3
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... the most likely return to prosperity lies in addressing the struc-
tural problems and, thus, restoring confidence in the long-run
prospects for America.

Senator Garn-my own belief-and I know the difficulty of getting
people together. In New York State, we understand the problem of parti-
san politics up there pretty well. It's one big back alley in partisan poli-
tics business.

But, at any rate, my political instincts tell me this, Senator, that if we
set about addressing, even if it is pain, the long-term problems in this
country that the voters will understand and confidence will be restored.
And if we just do the quick fixes-they understand that far better than
we think they understand it-it won't work.

I conclude on that notion. I look forward to working with this group
and helping you in a very difficult time to draw a consensus.

I believe, and I'll part slightly from Fred here, we ought to throw the
fat in the fire right now. I'm sorry our reports are coming out on Novem-
ber 15th. They ought to be out on October 15th, and people ought to be
forced to debate them-myself, Senator D'Amato, all of us. He doesn't
disagree. None of us would.

I think the time to attempt to draw a consensus is right now, and I
thank you for your efforts in that regard.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Shanker, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT SHANKER, MEMBER,
COMPETITIVENESS POLICY COUNCIL, AND

PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
WASHINGTON, D.C.

MR. SHANKER. Mr. Chairman, members of the Committees, thank you
for this opportunity to share these views. I guess that discussing educa-
tion in this context may seem strange, but not really. If we go back to the
1950s and we think of a previous time when we felt that there was an
emergency in education, it was around Sputnik.

Somehow, the Nation felt that the fact that they got up there first
showed some shortcomings in our educational system and we tried to do
something at that time in areas like mathematics, science and foreign
language.

I think more recently, over the last decade or so, as we've developed
this uncomfortable feeling about our ability to compete, one of views
that has emerged very, very strongly is that you get countries like Japan,
which have very few advantages in terms of natural resources, defying
what were the lessons that some of us were taught in elementary and jun-
ior high school geography courses about what countries needed to have
in order to be very successful. And if we take a close look, the usual ad-
vantages that were requirements in those days, many of these countries
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do not have. What they do have are very well-educated and disciplined
work forces.

So, that leads us to take a look at what has happened in terms of our
own educational achievements. It's not easy and there's a big debate
that's going on as to whether things are bad or not so bad. There's a
whole revisionist school now that picks up all sorts of numbers and says,
well, none of these indicators are perfect and these tests all have some
flaws in them. So we can't really tell.

I do not agree with that and I think that any fair-minded person who
looks at everything that's out there will have to come to the conclusion
that we are indeed doing very poorly in terms of academic achievement,
when measured against all of our other industrial competitors.

Now, there are ways of making these comparisons. One way obvi-
ously, is the international assessments that are given every once in a
while. And you have to watch them carefully.

If you check youngsters who are 17 or 18 years old in different coun-
tries against each other, you're indeed comparing different youngsters,
because the number of youngsters who remain in school by 17 or 18 are
so different in different countries that you develop a selective factor.

The chart that you'll find in our report, however, is 13-year-olds.
About the same percentage of 13-year-olds are in school in all of these
countries. And, therefore, you have in this chart, which puts us either at
the bottom or tied for bottom in math and science with a number of
countries around the world, an accurate reflection of where we stand.

I guess another thing to follow are the results of our national assess-
ment of educational progress. There is, I think, throughout this country a
fairly inaccurate view of what our problems are. I think most people in
suburbia feel that their kids are doing pretty well. After all, the kids are
about to go to college. And they say, yes, we have an educational prob-
lem but it's down the road. It's in New York City, or it's in Los Angeles,
or it's in Chicago, or it's in Buffalo. But our kids are doing well.

Although we think that's serious, we wish those kids would do well,
too. But our youngsters are doing fine.

Well, the national assessment, which has been done periodically for
over 20 years, shows that we're just kidding ourselves.

If we look at the percentage of youngsters who graduate high school,
who really know high school mathematics, it's 5 percent of those gradu-
ating, not 5 percent of the cohort.

If we look at the number of youngsters graduating who can write a de-
cent letter or essay, it's 3 percent of those graduating.

If we look at the percentage of youngsters who are able to read at a
level of the Washington Post or the New York Times, which is
essentially a college-level textbook, that's 6 percent.

Those are very, very small percentages. And if we then ask ourselves,
well, how can we compare these figures with figures in other countries,
just take a look at the high school graduate or college-entry exams in
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Germany, or France, or England, or Canada, or Japan, or any of these
other countries, and you'll very quickly be convinced that every young-
ster who gets into college in these other countries achieves at or above
that of our top 3 percent.

Germany produces 30 percent of its youngsters who are equal to or
ahead of our top 3 percent. That is not a minor difference. And I'd like to
underscore one other point, and that is, if you have only 3 percent of the
youngsters who are able to write a decent letter or essay-we're not talk-
ing about New York or Buffalo or Los Angeles, we're talking about sub-
urbia-we are really saying that the overwhelming majority of the most
advantaged kids who ever walked the face of the earth are not learning
very much.

We have a very fundamental misunderstanding in this country as to
what the scope of the problem is. It is much deeper and much more seri-
ous than we think it is.

To some extent, it's covered up by our college-entry standards. Par-
ents and communities are able to feel good because their kids are going
to college. Well, they're going to college basically because about 95 per-
cent of our higher education institutions don't have standards. They re-
cruit students to make sure that they're full. Only our elite institutions
have certain standards that they hold to.

So, the problem is very serious and what the subcouncil on education
intends to deal with is to look at some of these comparisons, take a look
at some of the educational practices of our major economic and indus-
trial competitors, and take a look at the role that establishing and setting
standards plays in other countries. The Chairman properly indicated that
we both served on a recent commission dealing with this issue, which
highlighted the importance of establishing standards. I understand that
the reports of that group are now being debated within the Congress.

We hope to look at some of those same issues, the establishment of
standards and also incentives.

We certainly do not want to have a system in which a tiny percentage
of our youngsters go to college and everybody else is prevented from
having any further education.

On the other hand, we do want to look at the question of whether
having sets of standards for admission to college-entry and other training
programs acts as an incentive in other countries to get youngsters to
achieve more, and whether a totally open system of higher education acts
as a disincentive within this country.

So, we are concerned not only with the educational achievement of
those youngsters who go on to college, but also the youngsters who don't
want to go on to college and want to go directly into the work force. And
we'll look at what other countries do in this respect; that is, to what ex-
tent might it be possible to establish some kind of student certification
which would have some value in the market place, which would get stu-
dents to work harder and learn more because, if they achieve a certain
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standard, their chances are a lot better in terms of getting a job sooner,
or getting a better job.

Now, all of this is in the context of our system of education, which is
highly decentralized, and we're, I'm sure, not talking about having a na-
tional school system or having the Congress of the United States set up a
series of examinations for students. All these will have to be done in the
context of our values and in our system of government.

But we hope that with other commissions, such as the one that the
Chair mentioned, and ours, that it may be possible if we all point in the
same direction to get some of these things done.

Just as Ned Regan said, in terms of the agreement of large numbers of
the public, that in many cases, that they may be ahead of where some of
the "leaders" are; I think that in the educational field that that's true also.
I think that a lot of the debates that are out there are debates among a
very small number of people, that if you look at the polls of parents and
taxpayers in this country, they are ready for national standards. They are
ready for saying that there are consequences for not learning.

They're ready for a lot of the things that we have these long debates
about. I hope that as a result of consideration by this subcouncil and a
representative group that we'll be able to be helpful in that decision-
making process.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.
I think our ground rules, since we have several members here, will be

that I'll limit my questions to 6 minutes. The members who have come
and have not had a chance to give an opening statement will be given a
couple of extra minutes to make any kind of opening statement that they
want. That way, everybody will get a chance to at least ask a few
questions.

Let me also acknowledge for everyone that another person who gets a
lot of credit for the legislation here on the Senate side getting done is Ken
Jarboe, who's a staff person now on the Banking Committee. Ken is back.
here behind me and worked with me in my office at the time we did this,
and has been working with Senator Riegle more recently, and has been
very persistent in getting this organization established.

I'd like to just ask Mr. Araskog first about this issue of job creation.
As you may recall, the Congress directed that a special panel be estab-

lished to look at the health of the semiconductor industry in this country
at the same time we passed the trade bill that established this group. And
Ian Ross at Bell Laboratories was head of that. They came out with their
final report, their third of three reports, two weeks ago, and the report
had in it information about the decline in the number of jobs, not just in
semiconductors, but in electronic products generally-the decline in the
U.S. employment in that sector of electronic components.

What it heightens for me, and I had a visit with some people in the
semiconductor industry about it-I don't know that it applies as directly
to their sector of the electronics industry-but it's pretty clear to me that
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U.S. firms are under pressure to locate plant and create jobs in the Euro-
pean community if they want to do business in Europe. They're under
pressure from those governments to locate plants and to create jobs in
Japan if they want to do business in Japan, and in various countries that
we do business in.

Similar pressure is not generally applied to foreign firms that want to
do business here. There's not a requirement that they produce their prod-
uct here if they want to sell it in our market.

I've wondered, we have a lot of debate that has already gone on, which
is going to continue to go on as this Mexican free-trade agreement be-
comes a larger and larger issue here in the country, as to what kinds of
incentives and inducements the government should look at, first of all, to
encourage U.S. firms to stay here, whenever possible, and create jobs
here for our own citizens; and second, to encourage foreign firms that
want to do business here to create jobs here.

It seems to me that that's an area that we haven't seriously addressed
in the tax code, or in any of our various policies. Unfortunately, it's a
subject, when you bring it up, that usually falls into the category of pro-
tectionism and everyone's opposed.

But I'd be interested in any comment you have as to whether that's an
area that needs attention by your Council.

MR. ARASKOG. I think it does require a good deal of effort. As you
know, our corporation is in a lot of areas of the world, and we're treated
in different ways in different areas of the world. In some areas of the
world, you can only dividend out a certain amount of your total assets
under the laws of the country involved.
In some countries, you have to take on a joint venture partner, whether
you want to or not, and he has to be the majority owner.

I think that the pressure inside of Europe now is going to be to con-
tinue to want to have the production in Europe wherever possible-job
creation in Europe. And as far as the United States is concerned-from
my vantage point-we have been super generous. Only recently did we
start to tax foreign firms as heavily as U.S. firms. And even recently,
too, our IRS has gotten very much involved in how foreign firms are
moving money around so that their U.S. subsidiaries-strangely
enough-don't seem to show much income.

I think we need a lot more work done in this kind of area, because I
think we really have not paid attention to what other countries are doing
with respect to investment there and what we're doing with respect to in-
vestment here.

I think it's a worthy area of a very careful analysis and report.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.
Let me ask, Fred, for your comment on this, or anybody else who

would like to comment. I don't know if you'll be able to get into this, but
in the area of manufacturing, an obvious obstacle which we have to deal
with is that we don't have anybody in charge of manufacturing in our
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government. We don't have a department of industry or technology. We
have it scattered around.

The Department of Defense makes substantial investments in related
issues. The Department of Energy does. NASA does. The Department of
Commerce, through NIST, does.

But one of the problems we've had, which I indicated in my opening
statement, is that we tried to legislate the establishment of a national
manufacturing extension program. The problem is the Department of
Defense says: "This isn't our job. It's not our problem if manufacturing
goes south, or basically goes out of business. That's someone else's job."

We are locked into minimal budgets in other areas that might take an
initiative. Year-after-year, the inertia of the system keeps us from appro-
priating any significant money.

My latest information is that we spend $80 million a year nationally
on manufacturing extension. That's through the Department of Com-
merce budget. We spend $1.1 billion on agricultural extension. Of

course, manufacturing accounts for nearly 20 percent of our gross na-
tional product. Agriculture accounts for 2 percent.

So, do we have to reorganize the Federal Government to get this thing
fixed? Is that something that you folks will be looking at, too?

Every time you reach that conclusion around here, you generally are

going down a blind alley because you can't get it done. Without presiden-
tial leadership, you cannot reorganize the Federal Government. I've con-
cluded that. And we don't seem to have any in that area.

So, any thoughts you have, I'd be interested in hearing.
MR. BERGSTEN. Mr. Chairman, we agree with you on that. On page 33

of our report, we have the following sentence: "Our present governmen-
tal structure was not designed to help this country compete in a global
economy.''

That embraces the point you make and even goes beyond it. And we

go on to suggest that there will have to be changes in our governmental
structure, either changes within the executive branch and/or by having
one of our independent agencies play a much more active role in taking a
look at where particular American industries are likely to go; how that

comports with our vision of a prosperous country; what the foreign com-
petition is doing and how that will affect our competitiveness in the
future.

We did not in this report go into great depth on specific mechanisms.
But, again, unanimously, we agreed with the need to change in the direc-
tion you're talking about.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. My time is expired.
Senator Riegle, please proceed.
SENATOR RIEGLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me first make a reference to a work that predates this work. It's in-

teresting. Mr. Regan, you are the only member, as nearly as I can tell,
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that was a part of the President's Commission on Industrial Competitive-
ness back in 1983 and 1985.

MR. REGAN. That's right.
SENATOR RIEGLE. You have the unique value in terms of being a bridge

from that earlier effort in the early 1980s. I remember that work very
clearly. Michael Porter was involved and many others.

MR. REGAN. That's right.
SENATOR RIEGLE. Several of us here did everything we could to try to

promote the findings and the observations of that group effort.
It sounds very much the same to me just in reading through your

booklet today. We're roughly a decade further down the road, or nearly
so, but the same points are being made.

I think they've been made very well here today, and my hope is that
we're going to be able to marshal the kind of national consensus that will
allow for some changes in our policy decisions.

We're still struggling with this notion that somehow, if we don't organ-
ize ourselves and think together, we'll get a better answer. There's still
this invisible-hand notion that says that if everybody leaves hands-off
that, somehow, magically, the right things will get done. I think all the
evidence is to the contrary.

MR. REGAN. That's right.
SENATOR RIEGLE. In the kind of new global economy we're in today,

that just doesn't work properly and nations fall behind if they adhere to
that notion, that there has to be thinking and strategic planning and goal-
setting in a variety of areas, as diverse as education on the one hand,
across to manufacturing sciences on the other.

And I've asked somebody to get me one of those reports back from the
early 1980s so that we can make some reference to it in today's context.

Also, I want to acknowledge Bruce Scott, who serves as the Paul
Charrington Professor of Business Administration at the Harvard Busi-
ness School. That has special meaning for me. Paul Charrington was my
mentor at the Harvard Business School years ago. Seeing you here and
carrying the name of the chair endowed in his name is special to me just
on a personal level.

I'm struck, Mr. Araskog, by your frankness in saying that one of a
corporation's central purpose is to create jobs. That gets said so infre-
quently, that it's almost like a brand-new thought. But it's a very valu-
able thought for you to express, and particularly because, if you look
across the American landscape today, almost every large corporation is
shrinking in size and reducing the number of jobs. It's almost like a who's
who in American industry.

I mentioned General Motors earlier. Obviously, very relevant to my
home-state situation, but it's also true of IBM, AT&T, Sears & Roebuck
and United Techologies.
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It's very hard to think of very many large companies that are growing
in size. I know Wal-Mart is growing, but it's a handful in comparison to
the numbers that are going the other way.

It seems to me increasingly that that is true of even medium- and
small-sized businesses. When you look at the bankruptcy-the statistics
from last year-even the job growth that one normally associates with
small business, small business has been having a very tough go for the
last 2 or 3 years. Thank God we're getting some job growth there, as it
is.

But I think it needs to be emphasized and strengthened that there is, as
a part of the corporate responsibility, job creation. And I think Senator
Bingaman makes a good point, and that is job creation hopefully here in
America, where we all live and have to try to survive and thrive as a so-
ciety, we ought to be doing it here.

I want to make a reference to page 2 and 3. You make the comparison
with Japan on the bottom of page 2. You say:

With only half as many people as America, Japan has invested
more capital in its future productivity than we have-in absolute
amounts-for the past 3 years. It has been spending more relative
to the size of its economy,on civilian research and development.
And Japan has overtaken US industry in a number of key sectors.

And then you drop down and you say:
Competitive economies must succeed at the frontiers of manufac-
turing and technology. Manufacturing generates far higher pro-
ductivity gains than services. It accounts for almost 80 percent of
our international trade. Hence, manufacturing is of crucial impor-
tance to American competitiveness. Yet we have already ceded
leadership to other countries in a number of cutting-edge sectors
and are now experiencing unprecedented challenges in a wide
range of emerging technologies.

Now, I would say that today, generally, in what floats around in eco-
nomic circles and editorial board circles and so forth, people don't put
much stock in manufacturing. Manufacturing seems and sounds and is
treated as passe.

The world of the service economy and high-tech and so forth and so
on is somehow put out there as something that is disconnected from
manufacturing plants-work floors where people actually gather to
make things.

Can any of you help illuminate more clearly why manufacturing, in
your view, according to this conclusion you've stated, is so important?
And how do we put a fresh face on the importance of manufacturing, as
part of our national living standard, if in fact it is as important as you
say?

Mr. Araskog, what are your thoughts?
MR. ARASKOG. Well, I think one of the crucial things about manufac-

turing is that the cash flow for manufacturing is typically very strong.
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It's typically stronger than for service industries, in terms of numbers of
employees.

In our own company, we have both manufacturing and service sectors
and we rely primarily on the manufacturing sectors for cash flow. We
can get reported net income in the service area as well.

I think this is one factor.
I think a second very crucial factor, though, for the country, I've heard

a statistic that one manufacturing job creates 1.6 service jobs. I don't
know if that's exactly accurate or not, but clearly you can't have a strong
service economy, I don't believe, in a country the size of the United
States without a strong manufacturing economy as well.

MR. REGAN. Senator, when the Wal-Mart malls move into your state,
into my state, with their job creation, the little downtowns in your
smaller cities are going to turn into ghost towns.

There is no job creation there. People don't buy more pots and pans
because there's a Wal-Mart mall versus a downtown and a small city.
Wal-Mart is called the angel of death. I don't want to see them listed as
somebody that creates a well-run corporation, but not job creation.

So, Mr. Araskog, of course, is absolutely correct. It's the export in-
dustries that create the jobs.

How do we get them? Well, you heard Mr. Shanker give you a statis-
tic about comparison of education here and in Germany. If you were go-
ing to locate a plant and you needed skilled workers, or you wanted to
expand a plant-I don't care whether it's a U.S. plant or a foreign plant
-where would you look to, given the statistic that Al quoted? And then
look at the chart there.

How come it takes us five hours to get from New York City to Boston
on a train? And you actually stop in New Haven because the tracks
change size. Imagine that in Germany or Japan.

Where are you going to locate if that's the kind of public infrastructure
that's there, which, of course, is pulling down your productivity per
worker if you have to send people back and forth between those two
cities.

So, fundamental for job creation is human capital and physical capi-
tal. Al Shanker addressed one. The chart addresses the other. And at that
point, job creation can become more of a reality, as it was in the 1970s,
and that's the defining difference I think between today and maybe the
defining difference between these two reports.

Look at the title, "Global Competition-the New Reality." That's the
PCIC-the report of the group that I was privileged to serve on. The two
differences are very clear, and I think the defining difference between
these two reports is that this was presidential only, this is Congress and
the President. That's the difference.

Not that we haven't had strong support from the Administration.
They've been very involved in this. And we took the report right to the
White House yesterday.
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When John Young-and this is a presidential report-finished this
work, the chairman of Hewlett-Packard and the chairman of this was
relegated to a small room in the Department of Commerce. That was it.

SENATOR RIEGLE. I remember that.
MR. REGAN. That was it. The difference here, I think, from the two re-

ports is very strong support from people like yourself, the Chairman and
other people that are here.

We were relegated off to the side because there was never a hearing on
this of this nature, and that's the defining difference, your support.

SENATOR RIEGLE. Let me just finish the thought and yield. My time is
up.

In essence, this report, seven years ago, says the same thing that's in
this report today. Now, they're updated and they take account of data in
the meantime. But, in effect, you sounded the alarm and the alarm was
sounded by a broad coalition of business and labor leaders seven years
ago in America. Basically, we haven't moved with respect to any kind of
an overarching, comprehensive strategy since that time.

I want to support what you've said. I don't think, and I want to say to
Mr. Bergsten, who I respect very much, I think the idea of finessing this
issue another several months-this is a bipartisan group-whatever the
facts are, they ought to be put on the table. We're at least seven years
late now. And to wait another 7 months or 8 months because of the deli-
cacies of the political year is just an outrageous notion.

That's what's killing the country, the fact that we can't be honest with
ourselves and put the cards out on the table face up.

We're 7 years late and we ought not to add and compound that felony
by delaying this any longer.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Before introducing Congressman Fish, I'd like to

introduce into the record Senator Sanford's opening statement.
[The written opening statement of Senator Sanford follows:]
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WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SANFORD

Thank you Mr. Chairman, and I too would like to thank our very distinguished

panel of witnesses for being here and for their excellent work on the Competitiveness

Policy Council. It is a special pleasure for me to welcome my good friend Rand

Araskog to this hearing room.
I want to commend the Couipetitiveness Policy Council for taking on what I be-

lieve to be one of the most crucial issues facing our Nation-how do we get out of our

downward spiral of competitiveness. I think we all must be disconcerted by the re-

port's conclusion that America's economic competitiveness is eroding slowly but

steadily.
I am glad to see the Council promote a comprehensive approach to our problems. I

share their general view that our problems have developed over more than a decade of

buildup in debt, financial disarry, and the neglect of our infrastructure and educational

systems. Because these problems have been built over at least a 10-year period, it will

take a long and sustained effort to solve them.
Again, I appreciate the efforts of our panel and the work that they have done to

produce this report. It is one that the Congress must heed. These are crucial issues and

I hope that we will make every effort to take up their recommendations, work them

into legislative form, and begin the debate soon. The Nation cannot afford to wait

much longer.
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SENATOR BINGAMAN. Representative Fish, please proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE FISH

REPRESENTATIVE FISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think this is an extremely exciting time and an awfully worthwhile

effort.
Since I'm new in tracking the work of the Council could, I ask the

question of anybody who would care to answer as to the six priority is-

sues that are mentioned, starting with savings and investment. How were

they chosen and what was the criteria? What was left out?

MR. BERGSTEN. If you will look at the list, it listed what we all felt was

the whole agenda for competitiveness, which, of course, in a broad sense,

relates to the economy as a whole. Mainly to be manageable for our own

operations, but also because we thought it was critical to select priori-

ties, we had an extensive debate as to what were the most important ar-

eas. And these were the six we isolated.
Now, those six include some subheadings. Under savings and invest-

ment, we have public infrastructure spending and we've set up a separate

subcouncil on that now. We have that off separately.
Education includes both primary and secondary school education, and

also training of the work force, and retraining in adult life, training in

that sense.
So, it's really more than six issues, but these were the result of our ef-

fort to define what elements of the economy in the society had the most

critical impact on our issue, which was American competitiveness.
We have a running list of additional topics that we've talked about.

We may want to look at it in the second year of our operation, but these

were the ones that we decided at the outset had the most impact on com-

petitiveness, and where we thought policy change might be most likely

and most helpful in improving the country's performance.
REPRESENTATIVE FISH. I notice that you have three prominent labor

leaders on the Council. And for that reason, I find the absence of manu-

facturing strange.
MR. BERGSTEN. Well, if you will look at the list of subcouncils that

we're setting up for the next phase of the work program, there is one ex-

plicitly on manufacturing, perhaps a little misplaced, and I would plead

guilty on that.
Under the heading of technology, we have some very strong state-

ments. In fact, the Chairman referred to them in his opening remarks

about the importance of manufacturing and how it has been devalued in

the attention of the United States, in both public policy and corporate ef-

forts in the last 20 to 30 years.
So, on substance, we agree with you on that. We have a subcouncil

that's going to be working on it. It's going to be chaired by one of the

premier corporate executives in this country. It will bring in the labor
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people very actively, and I think when we come back to you, we're going
to have some very substantial recommendations in that area.

REPRESENTATIVE FISH. That brings me to a question that's already come
up, and that is how the Federal Government might be structured to be
more responsive.

Of course, we do have the USTR now, in addition to the groups that
you mentioned on page 33 of the report-the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Fed Chairman.

But this is only-it seems to me-going to create tension between the
classic responsibilities of the Department of Commerce, the responsibili-
ties of the Department of Defense, and now the USTR.

I think that's something that could be studied. Maybe it already is by
some congressional committees that have oversight responsibilities, like
in the House-the Government Operations Committee. But I do think
that there's a lack of sharp focus and accountability in the areas that
you're talking about where trade is only one of six elements and you're
pulling all of this together. I think it would be very helpful to have a look
at how the Federal Government can have the same focus that you're
recommending.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you.
Senator Sasser, please proceed.
SENATOR SASSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment you for the very splendid

work that you've been doing in this area for a number of years, some-
times almost single-handedly here in the Senate. And I want to pledge to
you that I intend to redouble my efforts to see that more attention is fo-
cused on the problem of competitiveness and that we do a better job of
funding some of these initiatives of yours than we've done in times past
on the Appropriations Committee.

I think that today we are faced really with an historic opportunity if
we will just take it.

The end of the Cold War-it appears to me-should mean that re-
sources can be redirected to better meet the needs of the country and to
the safer world that we live in.

It appears to me that we ought to be redirecting the so-called peace
dividend to try to meet some of the long neglected needs of the country.

That's easier said than done because we now find that the peace divi-
dend is not nearly as large as we had anticipated, and we find that there's
great political resistance, really, to trying to reduce defense spending be-
cause of parochial interest in local defense operations. And it's going to
take a little longer to try to realize a peace dividend, I think, than some of
us anticipated.

I think that's most unfortunate.
But, gentlemen, I note that in your very excellent report that you call

for the budget deficit to become a budget surplus.
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Now, as chairman of the Senate Budget Committee, I'll just have to
tell you that that's a lot easier to say than to do. And I expect you all re-
alize that.

But with the economy in recession, and with a continuing long-term
problem of competitiveness, it's apparent that the economy, I think, now
needs investment more than anything else, both public and private
investment.

Now, some have advocated, including myself and the distinguished
chairman of the Joint Economic Committee, Senator Sarbanes, that per-
haps we should channel some of our resources right now into investment,
both in terms of physical investments, such as the Nation's infrastruc-
ture, and in human terms, Mr. Shanker-investments in education.

The question I want to pose to this panel is, do you agree that public
investment makes sense in both the short- and the long-term, in view of
the fact that we have a significant budget deficit?

Should we, in the short-term, perhaps consider enlarging that deficit to
a moderate amount to make investments in the infrastructure or not?

What do you say?
MR. BERGSTEN. We took several strong views on that, Mr. Chairman.

And I might say that, as you know, we sent officially a copy of our re-
port to you as chairman of the Budget Committee and we're hoping to
consult actively with you as we continue our work.

We took the view, as Ned Regan said earlier, that the best short-term
economic policy for America is to start dealing with the long-term prob-
lems, these underlying difficulties we've talked about.

Then we went on and asked how we could do that in ways that would
also contribute to the immediate need for recovery. There we concluded
that the best avenue was the one that you just isolated-public infra-
structure spending.

As long as we can identify areas where the long-term infrastructure
needs will be met, accelerating spending in that area seems to us, per-
haps, the most promising way to blend the long-term needs with the
short-term requirements of recovery.

We would agree, too, that increasing the financing available to keep
education and training programs going would fit into that nexus as well.

We did go on to say that this was not leading us to shirk our view that
the objective of budget policy ought to be to create a surplus over time.
We didn't say when, given the uncertainties about recovery and how long
it will take to get the economy back into shape. But we did say that if
one increases the budget deficit now, perhaps for short-run recovery rea-
sons, it simply adds to the task that you, in particular, and all of us will
subsequently face of trying to move the budget into surplus.

As we set up our subcouncil on capital formation, I mentioned before
you came in, Senator, that the chairman of that subcouncil is going to be
Peter Peterson, who has taken a leadership role in suggesting the need
for budget reform and improvement, and we will try to come up with
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specific ideas that are politically possible for doing that in our next
report.

MR. REGAN. I might add, Senator, without a capital budget, the Fed-
eral Government is unable to account properly for capital investment.

It's one thing to increase spending where it's automatically consumed.
It's another thing to increase spending that is going to generate future in-
come, and obviously, that's what capital investments are geared to do.

Some day, somehow, maybe through your committee or elsewhere,
this notion of properly accounting for federal expenditures as they con-
tribute to an increase in deficit or a decrease in the deficit will be done.
You'll be able to look at capital programs, I'm sure as you know, a lot
better.

Second, on infrastructure investments, I'm in favor because I think
they have a different impact, even if they don't account for it the right
way. The kind of infrastructure investment we have in this country some-
times doesn't lead you to want to make more. I call it the cut-the-ribbon-
and-run philosophy.

Mayors and governors like to stand out there and snip the ribbon of
the new bridge or the new plant and then take off, and you won't find
maintenance being done over the next five or 10 or 20 years. They run.
They'll cut the ribbon. They'll be there with you. But there won't be any
maintenance.

And I would not want to encourage any new infrastructure investment
unless, at the same time, you had bond covenants that required the re-
cipient of those capital improvements to maintain them. And therein,
you'd have a very sharp difference in the discipline of how those struc-
tures are picked, and, of course, the fact that they'll be maintained re-
stores some public confidence a little bit, too.

Finally, where do we put our new infrastructure? Well, if we just put
it out in green fields and build more sewer and water lines and highways
to further depopulate our central cities, that's not a very wise investment.
And yet, the Federal Government has been unwilling to put restriction-
s-and certain-ly state governments are cowardly about it-that would
require investment in the infrastructure to be done in the present urban-
ized areas where it's really needed, and not just go out and create
suburbs-on-top-of-suburbs-on-top-of-suburbs.

So, yes, it's needed, with a couple of qualifications that I've just
suggested.

MR. BERGSTEN. Mr. Chairman, if I could, I'd like to introduce one
more member of the Council, Edward Vetter, who has just arrived from
Dallas. He is the President of Edward Vetter Associates and a former
high executive of Texas Instruments. He is very much involved at MIT
with its high-tech program. He's been a valuable member of the commis-
sion and I'm delighted to welcome him here.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. We're glad to have you.
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SENATOR SASSER. Well, Mr. Regan, Senator Graham of Florida, a for-
mer governor, has called our attention in times past to the necessity for
maintenance and has even made the point-I think very ably-that if you
want to create jobs on infrastructure, you create more jobs faster if you
get into the maintenance and restoration than if you begin by building to-
tally new infrastructure.

Mr. Chairman, my time is expired, but if I could just take 1 more min-
ute here.

Could we see that second chart? Would the staff take the first chart
off so that we can see the second chart, which indicates the composition
of U.S. debt as a percent of gross national product.

Looking at government debt on your chart, we find that government
debt at the end of the Second World War, of course, represented about
one and a quarter percent of all of the gross national product, and it was
coming down steadily, slowly, but fairly steadily, until we got to 1980,
1981, and we've seen a tick up there.

But, still, we find that even though it's in excess of 50 percent of GNP,
it's not as high as it was, for example, in the year 1955.

Now, if we returned to a full-employment economy, which most
economists now, I think, say it is. What, Mr. Bergsten, 6 percent
unemployment?

SENATOR SARBANEs. Five percent.
SENATOR SASSER. Five percent, Senator Sarbanes says. But if we re-

turned to a full-employment economy and we lose the hemorrhage of
revenues caused by the recession, we would then be looking at a struc-
tural deficit of somewhere in the neighborhood of $180 billion.

Now, if we could reduce the defense aspect of the budget, now
rounded off at somewhere around $290 billion in 1992 dollars, if we
could reduce that spending by $100 billion and apply that to the deficit,
then you would have a structural deficit, if everything stays frozen in
place, of $80 billion in a budget of $1.5 trillion.

That's not that significant a budget deficit and one that we could
handle.

I'm saying all of this to come around to the view that this Council, I
gather, would not disagree with the notion that it might be wise to make
investments in the short-term, even though they might increase the deficit
in the short-term if, in the long-haul, you see that these investments are
going to produce economic growth and make the country more
competitive.

Mr. Araskog may want to say something to that.
MR. ARASKOG. I think I talked to this subject a little bit, Senator, be-

fore you came.
Certainly, I think investment tax credits, and I mentioned the dividend

policy of the United States where we double-tax dividends. The Secre-
tary of Treasury has testified before you, I think, many times, that there
is a problem here, but because of revenue reasons, it can't be fixed now.
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From a personal point of view, I would really disagree with that. I
think an announcment on dividend policy that allowed U.S. corporations
to pay out dividends from before tax money, or an even broader policy
that exempted dividends from taxation at the individual level, too, would
be exceedingly beneficial for the economy in the long run. It would cost
something in the first year or two, but I think it's the kind of fix we need
to get savings in the country, and to get equity back into the vogue where
it ought to be, and get that debt down.

If you look at the corporate debt on that chart-
SENATOR SASSER. Right.
MR. ARASKOG. we ran that up more than the government did.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Senator D'Amnato, please proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR D'AMATO

SENATOR D'AMATo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me
commend you for calling these hearings. And I'd like to take particular
note of our comptroller, Ned Regan, and the outstanding work that he
has done in this area over the years. He's certainly a source of great
strength to us at home. And, of course, Rand Araskog and everyone; Al
Shanker, a former New Yorker, who's now leading our efforts in
education.

Mr. Chairman, I found most interesting something that Mr. Araskog
just touched on briefly. I'm wondering if you might spend a few moments
elaborating because it seems to me if we're going to compete, you have
to have a level playing field.

I support the concept of free trade-economic competition-but there
is an element that is missing called fairness. And when we fail, this coun-
try fails to see to it that there is fairness, or that the laws that are on the
books are adhered to equally and applied with equal vigor. If you're a tax
cheat and you're a U.S. corporation or a U.S. citizen, in a traditional
sense, you run the risk of all kinds of penalties coming down upon
you-civil, criminal and so on.

Mr. Araskog talked to the fact that there is a great deal of unfairness
in competing. I don't know how U.S. corporations can compete success-
fully against someone who is not paying their taxes and literally escaping
the payment of billions of dollars' worth of taxes.

Mr. Araskog, you talked about foreign subsidiaries here, and there are
American subsidiaries not paying their fair share. Would you care to
elaborate? Maybe I've overgeneralized it. I'll give you some statistics,
though. But what do you pay-ITT, for example-what is your basic
tax as a percentage against all the revenues you raise? What percentage?

MR. ARASKOG. Well, let me be very specific on a point here.
We just, as you probably read, made a sale of a major property in

Europe. We will pay 32 percent tax on that sale. As a result, when we
reinvest the money, we have to find a very good investment for that
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money if we're going to have the same total return that we got from it be-
fore we paid that tax bill, which we will pay.

In general, if a corporation is profitable, it is paying in the 30 to 32
percent tax area. If it's unprofitable or if it's overleveraged, if it has a lot
of debt on it, it may be paying nothing. In fact, that whole corporate sec-
tor there and most of that household sector is all deductible. The 1986
bill, with respect to housing, allowed people to run up the loans on their
houses all over the country and reduce their value, and the corporate tax
structure which has said, you can deduct all those taxes against your in-
come, which you can't do with dividends. And I think it's a real problem.

SENATOR D'AMATo. Well, Mr. Chairman, let me simply say that it is a
great problem if you have American corporations who are paying their
taxes and they have competitors here who are not. Let me give you an
example.

Based upon basic sales that American corporations are paying, with
the exception of some industries like the food and the retail industry,
where their margins are very, very small-traditionally, they've been
anywhere from a half percent to 1 percent-they're paying anywhere
from 4 to 5 percent of their gross sales.

If you take a look at the foreign corporations and their subsidiaries
here in the United States, they pay less than two-tenths of 1 percent.

Now, estimates have been made that we're losing, conservatively, $20
billion a year in taxes. So, not only is the Treasury losing these revenues,
but in addition, how does the American competitor, who is paying his
full tax load, who isn't using various devices which are back-loading
charges, and the profits are being made by the parent corporation back in
the foreign country-and by the way, this is not just the Japanese who
are involved in this, our German friends and competitors are equally part
and parcel in this. How do you compete? You're paying 30 percent. He's
paying a fraction of that. Those dollars then can be utilized and are being
utilized to continue to expand and improve the efficiency of his business.

I just think that our own laws that are on the books must be enforced
with much more vigor.

I spoke to Fred Goldberg about this before he moved on, when he was
the IRS commissioner. We put more money in the Treasury postal
budget so that they could hire outside experts, because he said that some
of these foreign corporations had the best of the best, and they just
couldn't compete with them. And so we provided more money so that
they could go after them.

But I'm just going to suggest that we're part of the problem by not see-
ing to it that there is that fairness and vigilance in the law being enforced.

SENATOR RIEGLE. Senator D'Amato, would you yield just for a minute
at that point?

SENATOR D'AmATO. Certainly.
SENATOR RIEGLE. You offered an amendment on the floor sometime

ago on the tariff classification.
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SENATOR D'AmATo. Right. That was going to be my second point.

SENATOR RIEGLE. For multipurpose vehicles. I want to tell you that we
inserted that yesterday in the tax bill reported out of the Finance
Committee.

SENATOR D'AMATO. How many votes did it get?
SENATOR RIEGLE. Well, we got enough to report it out.
SENATOR D'AMATO. Good.
SENATOR RIEGLE. So it's in the bill. It's estimated to create 1 1,000

American jobs and to also bring into the Treasury $220 million of tariff

revenue that the law requires, and has been evaded through these devices

of zigzags and the application of the law and what I would call trade
cheating.

But I just wanted to tell you that that particular issue was dealt with

yesterday, and it is in the bill that was reported out of the Finance
Committee.

SENATOR D'AmATo. That will make it harder for me to vote against the

bill.
SENATOR RIEGLE. Well, we're trying to make it as appetizing for you as

possible.
SENATOR D'AmATo. I want to thank my colleague, Senator Riegle, for

bringing that up because a classic example of how our government ..

and again, I don't blame the Japanese. They want to get more products in

here. They're going to do anything they can. They hire the best lobbyists.
The next thing you know a truck that they built becomes a car for tariff

purposes. So that instead of having to pay the 25 percent tariff, this

truck now miraculously becomes a car. They escape the payment of that

tariff and save $200 million plus dollars, and it gets into this country.
And, by the way, when it is now a. car to escape the payment, for clas-

sification as it relates to meeting safety standards, emissions standards
and miles per gallon, it miraculously becomes a truck again.

It's that kind of thing that I think is pretty hard for legitimate, hard-

working business concerns, no matter how competitive they are, to com-
pete against. You just can't do it.

And then we show great strength and determination on the floor of the

Senate when we get an opportunity to do something because the Admini-

stration brought this about. I guess Nicholas Brady has a difficult time

distinguishing what's a truck and what's a car because he made that
determination.

But we in the Senate don't have the courage to change it because we

fall back on the fiction, well, that's a revenue bill and revenue bills have

to eminate from the House. And so we won't even go on record as

saying, hey, if it's a truck for one, it's a truck for the other. If it's a car

for one and so on.
But I'm glad that Senator Riegle was able to bring this change about

in committee.
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One other matter-education. How are we going to provide a work
force that can compete, Al, when we. have so many youngsters today
with a growing dependence on drugs and alcohol? And don't underesti-
mate that alcohol problem and what it does in the work force. That drug
and alcoholic problem has to just rob tens and tens and tens of billions of
dollars in terms of productivity, and not even mentioning the incredible
heartache it causes to families and concerns.

Isn't that an incredible problem, whether it's Mr. Araskog, who deals
with it on a day-to-day basis in his own sector, or the whole community?

How do we deal with that more effectively in our educational plants?
MR. SHANKER. Well, it certainly is a problem. But I think that from the

point of view of the subgroup that will be working on this, I guess since
1983, there probably have been over 100 national reports on education.

I think our job is to try to see if there are two or three points of lev-
erage that can bring about some substantial change. I don't know that
that's one of them, but there's no question that the schools are now taking
in large numbers of children who have been so physically and mentally
damaged that there's a question as to whether the schools can do any-
thing about it at all.

SENATOR D'AMATO. Mr. Chairman, my time is up and I thank the pan-
elists and I thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Senator Graham, please proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GRAHAM

SENATOR GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I too would like to com-
mend you for your consistent and sustained leadership in the area of
competitiveness and particularly your sponsoring the legislation that has
brought this panel and this report to our attention, because I think it is an
excellent framing of the debate that this Nation needs to have.

I'd like to make a brief comment and then ask a question.
I think one of the elements that needs to be strongly injected into this

debate is a sense of urgency, that every month that goes by failing to at-
tend to these problems inflicts a serious cost.

I met last week with a leading American health economist and she
commented that in the early 1980s that most of our industrial competi-
tors adopted a policy. And the policy was to try to restrain the growth in
health-care cost to the growth in their gross domestic product. And that
if you look at the charts, most of the nations who adopted that policy
were relatively successful in accomplishing it. And, therefore, their line
of GDP and their line of health-care costs are more or less parallel.

Ours have been going in that kind of a direction.
What is the consequence to the United States if, in 1992, we were to

decide that we're going to adopt a policy of attempting to hold health-
care costs, which I note is one of the key items in your list, at their
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current percentage of GDP, as opposed to letting the cost go where most
economists think they will go 10 years from now unrestrained?

The answer is that it has a price tag to our economy in the year 2002
of approximately $1 trillion. That's the difference between restraining
health-care costs to a current percentage of GNP, which is about 12.4
percent, and letting it go to the projected 2002 rate, which is approxi-
mately 21 percent of our GDP.

Every week that goes by without attending to that issue has an enor-
mous future cost to our society and its competitiveness.

I say this in the context of the earlier discussion. I hope that you will
forcefully bring this report and your future recommendations to the at-
tention of the American people in time for them to take this into account
in the 1992 elections, which I think in many ways is going to be a refer-
endum on the 21st century and what kind of a nation we want to be as
we go into the 21st century.

That's my editorial. Now, my question.
One issue that interests and concerns me as both a challenge and an

opportunity is how we transition from a heavily military economy to a
less heavy military economy. It's interesting that the former Soviet Union
has seen their 400 to 500 military plants as being a key factor in that na-
tion's ability to move into a modem marketplace economy.

The one place that the Soviet Union was relatively world class was in
its military production, and frankly, it is an area in which the United
States has been world class.

What do you think we should be doing in terms of this transition,
which is an opportunity that is going to be available to us for the next
two to five years, and then largely a moot point, if we passively sit by,
including what should we be doing. Should we try to keep our military
industrial plants that have been producing simulators for military appli-
cations together to produce those or analogous products for the civilian
sector, or should we just let them disperse?

What should we be doing about the large number of talented people
that are going to be coming out of military industries? How could that
pool of human talent be most effectively directed?
MR. BERGSTEN. Senator, on your editorial, let me just say, we

wholeheartedly agree. We identified the health-care cost issue for exactly
the reasons you indicated. We have a Figure 22 on page 24 that shows
those comparisons, dramatic as they are.

In fact, we were even more ambitious than you. We said the country
ought to have a goal of rolling back the share of the GDP devoted to
health-care costs to something like the OECD average. That would be an
enormous change. Even your leveling off would be a very substantial im-
provement for the reasons you said. On the urgency point-and this also
goes back to what Senator Riegle said a moment ago about our finessing
some of the issues-we could only do so much so fast. But we felt every
bit the urgency that you and he feel, and we're trying our best to help
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through our initial effort to inject all these issues into the campaign this
year and to try and get a political base so that when the next Administra-
tion and Congress are in place, the issues will be action in all these ar-
eas. That is our intention. We're going to do everything we can to
promote that.

On your question about the end of the Cold War and the conversion
prospects, on page 30, we have a statement that very much echoes what
you said. The end of the Cold War frees an enormous amount of high
quality resources: human resources, physical resources, management re-
sources and capital. In the two subcouncils we have set up, on manufac-
turing and critical technologies, we intend to look very frontally at
exactly the issues you raised. In fact, in the marching orders to those
subcouncils back on page 36, we say explicitly, those subcouncils will
look precisely at those issues, try to discern-as we put it under manu-
facturing, "the opportunities and challenges of defense conversion."

We talk in this report about new governmental mechanisms to pro-
mote the role of the government in supporting civilian technology devel-
opment. We talk about Senator Bingaman's manufacturing extension
services. We talk about converting an important share of what the na-
tional labs do from defense work to commercially viable and important
work.

So, we've signalled all those areas. We're going to be working on them
intensely in our next round.

SENATOR GRAHAM. Thank you.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Specter, please proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SPECTER

SENATOR SPECTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
In assessing our competitive position for the future, there has been ap-

propriate emphasis on savings and avoidance of excessive consumption.
I would like to get your views on a proposal which Senator Domenici

and I are offering and intend to put on the pending tax bill next week as a
means of stimulating consumer purchasing power in the short run, but it
turns on using savings and consumption.

In trying to find some way to stimulate consumer purchasing power
and to give a boost to consumer confidence, Senator Domenici and I
were looking at the availability of $800 billion in IRA accumulations and
401(k)s.

After the IRAs were discontinued for upper-income taxpayers, a pro-
posal has come forward by Senator Bentsen and others, sponsored by
70-some senators to bring the IRAs back, but to use them for some pur-
chases like first-time homebuyers, medical expenses and tuition.

Senator Domenici and I decided that we would use that as a format to
use some of the funds available in existing IRAs and their first cousins,
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the 401(k)s. We added to those three items new-car purchases. The pro-
posal is structured to enable middle-income Americans-defined as tax-
payers earning $75,000 individually or $100,000 jointly-to have access
to $10,000 to spend within six months on those items, with no penalty
for those under 59 and no taxes paid in 1992, and in the five succeeding
years, to replenish the IRA with $2,000 a year, or to pay taxes on the
$2,000.

The thought is that with the knowledge that the expenditures were be-
ing undertaken by others, people are reluctant to spend their own money
because they're worried about whether they'll have a job next year.

We have received an estimate from Chairman Greenspan that this
would likely produce some $40 billion in expenditures as a stimulus to
the economy.

I'd be interested in your views on the subject. Mr. Bergsten, would you
start?

MR. BERGSTEN. Senator, we did not in our commission look at specific
proposals of this type. We obviously want to do so carefully before we
pass any group judgment on it.

I would say that our basic thrust is to focus on the need for greater
saving over time. To the extent you divert money that's been intended for
long-term saving into short-term consumption, you could be undermining
that objective, to some extent.

Now, at the same time, we're fully cognizant of the need to promote
growth in the short run. But we did underline the principle-and I men-
tioned it before I think you came in-that we really came to a pretty
strong conviction that the best short-term recovery program would begin
to deal with the long-term issues, including the savings rate and the need
to bring the budget deficit down.

And so I think we would be guided by those principles in looking at
specific tax or other proposals that come into the current debate.

SENATOR SPECTER. Well, Mr. Bergsten, are you essentially saying that
nothing should be done in the short-run? When you talk about increasing
savings, I quite agree with you that that's a long-term proposition. When
you talk about reducing the deficit, we struggle mightily with that and
have done a very poor job in terms of reducing the deficit.

But what we are searching for is something in the short-term, and
also, not in the electoral sense, but the political reality of trying to give
the American people some confidence that something is being done.

No one has said to the American people, yes, we ought to do nothing,
or maybe some people have thought it, but very few people have said it.
That hasn't been articulated as a proposition with any scope or any
breadth.

A few people are saying quietly that they hope nothing happens.
But in searching for something to be done in the short-run, why not

take a try? How much is it going to disturb American savings when we
have $800 billion in IRAs and 401(k)s, and I'm told $3 trillion in
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i-retirement savings, generally-if we were to take $40 billionI spend it now?
lot sure what it would do, but it would certainly be good news inif people had $10,000 to buy a new car or to spend the money,some people had an idea that something is being done. Senatorhe advocate of the President's tax package, was quoted in thed press to say that there was not a whole lot here as to what's go-appen.

w searching for something to grab a hold of.hanker, why not take a flyer with this sort of a proposal?
BHANKER. Well, as Fred said, we did come to agree on some gen-
iciples and we, as a group, have not discussed either this specificI or any other one. So, I'd want to look at it further.
3 ERGSTEN. Could I come back, though, Senator?
id not say do nothing in the shortrun. To the contrary, we said,
I Regan, I think, articulated this very eloquently early in the dis-this morning, that to start rebuilding confidence in the economyorivate investment and consumption going again, the most valu-ig to do may be an attack on these underlying, long-term struc-iblems that people feel are not being addressed.
having said that, we go on and ask your question, which of themeasures could also help in the short run?
n commenting earlier, I said that the group took a very strongthe area of public infrastructure investment, whose lag-as ouriow-has been severe and which has clearly reduced the coun-luctivity and growth, an acceleration of investment in that area
th help in the short run, create jobs, boost the economy and getowing more rapidly, while also addressing the longer-run

cussed this quite explicitly and extensively in our commission.f the proposed short-term measures would be consistent withwe have on improving the long-run situation? That one clearly
he head of the list.
her point which is terribly important. We share exactly, I think,that you're stressing of trying to restore consumption and get
in the economy up. But we come to the inexorable fact that tolou have to have a growing economy and productivity expan-t requires investment. That requires savings.
ng the share of consumption in the short-run increases the leveliption, wealth, income and economic growth in the longrun.3h to do it at any point in time. It should have been done 2, 4,
ago when the economy was stronger. It's much tougher to do itte reason you said, no doubt. But we have the feeling that if theontinues to defer decisions that are needed in a fundamentalt the basics may just keep getting worse.
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And that's why, with all due respect, I guess we would take a some-
what different view.

SENATOR SPECTER. Well, my time is up. What I would like to do is to
submit some of the details to you on papers which have gone forward in
other channels and invite your comments, if you would care to make
them.

I don't disagree with what you say about investing in the infrastruc-
ture, but I don't think that that necessarily precludes this sort of an ap-
proach at this moment.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you. Senator Sanford, please proceed.
SENATOR SANFORD. Mr. Chairman, thank you and let me thank the

members of the Council for not only being here, but for this work. I think
it's going to make a very constructive addition to what we're able to ac-
complish in the country.

Mr. Regan, I have been fussing about the budget and how sloppy it is
ever since I arrived here. You mentioned the capital budget, which, of
course, in the states we could handle very well because we had it defined
and structured so that any debt had to be paid back that was put in the
capital budget.

How would you handle a capital budget, and particularly in the con-
text right now? We do need some infrastructure investment, and it in-
cludes a whole lot more than sewer and water in suburbs. It includes, of
course, libraries and reconstruction of buildings downtown. It includes,
as Mr. Packard pointed out, somewhere between $10 and $15 billion of
federal contributions to state and institutional matching funds for the fa-
cilities and equipment for science and research in academia that has been
neglected so long.

If we wanted to get on with that, how would we get it into a capital
budget because, obviously, it seems to me, it's an investment.

MR. REGAN. I think, Senator, that it's too late in the process and too
short a timeframe to try to create a capital budget for the United States
Government. There are plenty of studies that have been done on it.
They're around and I'm sure the chairman of the Budget Committee has
looked at it.

SENATOR SANFORD. We've looked at all of those. I was simply raising
the question: Would it be possible to have, for accounting purposes, or to
assure that we're not running up the debt, a quasi-capital budget for
emergency infrastructure investment?

MR. REGAN. I think that you could make an approach somewhat along
these lines. Take the projects that are now on the shelf of the 50 gover-
nors' offices, you would make them be disciplined a little more in terms
of maintenance-as I suggested earlier-to require maintenance if
they're going to build them, and to require where they're going to be
located.
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You can't second-guess every one because the governors ought to be
able to make up their own minds. But you would take them. They're
there. Studies have been done. They're on every governor's shelf. The en-
vironmental impact statements are completed.

SENATOR SANFORD. That's right.
MR. REGAN. And you would then have them, here is one approach.

Then the Treasury could buy the bonds, which the local or state govern-
ments would issue at a certain percentage. The rest would, of course, be
bought in the public markets and on a lowered or on an interest-free ba-
sis. And then you account for that over the life of that foregone interest
over the life of the bonds, not like we do today in the Federal Govern-
ment-if you build a battleship, you write the check. But you would ac-
count for it over the life of the bonds.

Now, at that point, you're starting to approach the concept of capital
budgeting-paying for something over the life of the project. And you
would get both, as our chairman has mentioned, the long-term advantage
of rebuilding our infrastructure, and at the same time, you would get a
quick shot into the construction area, because these are projects that ex-
ist. Every mayor and every governor has got them. You would get an im-
mediate shot in terms of employment, and at the same time, you could
define an accounting mechanism-and I think a legitimate one-that
would not impact the deficit the way you presently do it.

Now, that's a plan. By the way, that's been put forward by a group
that I'm associated with, as is Senator Moynihan. We sat and did it, and
also Jim Tobin from Yale, and others.

SENATOR SANFORD. I've drawn some legislation to do that.
MR. REGAN. We have a detailed report.
SENATOR SANFORD. I'd like to talk to you more about it when we have

more time.
MR. REGAN. Fine.
SENATOR SANFORD. I thank you. I think it's one way that we can boost

the economy and not add to the debt.
MR. REGAN. We think it can be done.
SENATOR SANFORD. Yes. Thank you very much. Unfortunately, these

hearings don't give us much time to ask questions, but I think it has a lot
of promise, and I'll be back with you, if I may.

I'd like to especially welcome Mr. Araskog, a long-time friend of
mine. I appreciate so much the chance to see him. I'd like to ask you a
question about our preoccupation with all the short-term goals that we
have in the corporate world. There's been a good deal of comment about
it in this report, that we focus so much on quarterly results and reports,
and that we don't get around to the more patient, long-run research and
management production goals.

How do we get more patient capital? How do we encourage invest-
ments that reward long-term strategies?
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MR. ARASKOG. Well, Senator, I started this on the basis that I really
thought we had to change our dividend taxation policy-our investment
tax credits-and that we especially have to address the business of job
creation.

One thing we don't have in this report-and you as a lawyer wil ap-
preciate it-we did not list a litigious society as one of the areas we
wanted to address.

We did that on purpose because that is the focus of Vice President
Quayle's organization, which is also looking at competitiveness. But be-
lieve me, that is a significant problem for U.S. industry because of the
cost we have to build into every product and because of tort and product
liability.

SENATOR SANFORD. Yes.
MR. ARASKOG. And we know that all of you down here are addressing

that issue and, hopefully, in the course of the next year or so, we'll get a
major correction there that will help our long-term strategy and our long-
term position.

Finally, as you well know, companies are different. Some companies
have had and do have today the opportunity to plan for the longterm, and
they do it.

I made a comment early in the meeting that I thought we had to get
more of the management of our public corporations out of Wall Street
and back where it belongs, in their company headquarters. I think a lot of
companies have been able to accomplish that and those that have been
able to address the long-term. But I think, as Dr. Bergsten has pointed
out, that's the exception, not the rule.

MR. BERGSTEN. Senator, could I just add two things.
As Ned Regan said earlier, one of the things his subcouncil on corpo-

rate governance and financial markets is going to be addressing is
whether the current structure of our financial markets push corporate
management in the direction of short-termism. And there's a lot of evi-
dence to that. They're going to try to come to grips with it and make
proposals.

But there's a second dimension that's often ignored. And we put a box
on page 12 of our report to flag it. The fact that the U.S. economy has
performed worse than our major competitors over the last decade or so
and is much more volatile than our major competitors does make it hard
for corporate management to think longterm. Our growth rate has been
much more variable. Our inflation rate has been much more variable.
Our interest rates have been much more variable. Our exchange rate has
gotten way out of whack.

When you compare the volatility of these fundamental results of the
economy to Germany or Japan-as the study we referenced did-you
find an environment that does make it much harder for American man-
agement to think and act longterm.
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That's not to absolve them, and we're saying, sure, there are some
things that need to be done there, too. But the environment is not a very
hospitable one, and it comes back to this need for a holistic kind of com-
prehensive strategic approach where all elements, ranging from the

macro down to the firm-specific management, are looked at
comprehensively.

SENATOR SANFORD. Well, we're going to look forward to continuing ad-
vice from you. My time is up. I'm sorry. I have got to go, Mr. Chairman,
to a meeting of the North Carolina delegation to promote investment in
scientific facilities.

Thank you for being here.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Senator Sarbanes, please proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES

SENATOR SARBANEs. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I want to join my colleagues in commending you for hold-

ing this hearing, and the Competitiveness Policy Council for the report
that we are hearing today. It is the direct result of the provision that you
put in the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act.

All of this is the fruit of this idea that you had.
The first question I want to put to Mr. Bergsten is, what happened to

market ideology? I do not want to indicate my own particular position,
but I am sure that some are going to be absolutely shocked by these pro-
posals to have a competitiveness strategy through both sector-specific
and generic policies. Then we are going to assess the likely course of key
American industries, act as an ombudsman within the Federal Govern-
ment for specific competitiveness issues, and respond intelligently to pro-

posals for assistance from specific industries.
I thought that we operated with a market dogma and the market deter-

mined everything. Does this Council not agree with that?
MR. BERGSTEN. Senator, we obviously talked about that long and hard,

and we don't think anyone should be shocked by our proposals. We make

the fundamental point that the United States has always had, will always
have, and does today have a panoply of policies aimed at specific
sectors.

SENATOR SARBANES. What about our competitors? What do they have?
They have developed it to a fine art, haven't they?

MR. BERGSTEN. Well, you skipped only one step in my logic. You are

two steps ahead of me, as usual.
The issue to us is whether the United States does it effectively and in-

telligently or reactively and poorly.
And what we find is that in a number of historical cases where the

United State has gone at it in a systematic and thoughtful way in agricul-
ture, commercial aircraft and computers under the defense or space ru-

brics, we've had, and the report uses these words, spectacular successes.
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However, in most cases, we go at it ad hoc, episodically, reactively, and
therefore, not very effectively. Then come our competitors, who tend to
do it more systematically. They don't always get it right, either. The fa-
mous MITI guidance has picked some bad losers and has ignored some
big winners. So, one shouldn't overstate it in Japan or anywhere else.

But the issue to us is not whether you do it, it's whether you do it sen-
sibly. And what we're saying is that the U.S. Government, and we would
include the Congress, but focusing here on the Executive Branch-has
no mechanism to do it thoughtfully. And therefore, we say explicitly,
let's at least have baselines so that we can see where key industries are
going. Compare that with what our vision would be for a prosperous and
competitive economy. Keep an eye on what the foreign competition is
doing.

I wouldn't use pejorative or taboo terms to define any of that. I simply
say that that's a sensible, pragmatic policy. And our Council believes
that that needs to be part of any comprehensive American effort.

SENATOR SARBANES. My perception is that it used to be the American
genius that we were pragmatic and that the Europeans and others were
all tied up in dogma. That seems to have completely reversed itself. They
seem to be very pragmatic, and we seem to be operating off of dogma.

The Chairman held a hearing just last week on what is happening in
the aerospace sector. That is our biggest producer of export earnings by
far. The Europeans, of course, have underwritten Airbus to an incredible
degree, and it really has the potential obviously of jeopardizing the
American aerospace industry-it has already put McDonnell-Douglas in
a difficult position and may do the same thing to Boeing.

Let me ask you this question. We have a lot of workers who make
tanks. We obviously do not need as many tanks any more, thankfully,
and we ought to regard that as a great opportunity.

We do not make any subway cars in this country. We import all of the
subway cars, whether from Italy, Canada, France or Japan. We obvi-
ously need to build mass transit systems. We are in the course of doing
that now. Urban areas that do not have them are trying to get them. Ur-
ban areas that do have them are trying to expand and upgrade.

There are good transportation reasons for doing it, environmental rea-
sons for doing it, and energy reasons for doing it.

So as far as you can see into the future, we are going to need subway
cars for new systems and to replace old systems.

Now, surely we have the capability to produce first-class subway
cars. How do we do that?

MR. BERGSTEN. That's a very good question, Senator. Neither I, per-
sonally, nor the commission, I think, probably has an answer.

If you start from the point of producing fewer tanks, we do say repeat-
edly in the report-I mentioned it before briefly-that the military build-
down does provide an enormous opportunity in terms of the coming
availability of human and fiscal resources.
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SENATOR SmmANEs. That is on page 30, where you talk about DARPA.
Do we need a civilian equivalent to DARPA that makes the decision that
there is a civilian technology that is in great need. We have the capacity
to do it. The private sector is not going to produce these defense air-
planes if the defense department did not give them a contract to produce
them.

MR. BERGSTEN. At the head of our section on technology, under Frame-
work for Action and possible new steps-page 30-we do suggest the
possibility-what we call euphemistically-a new mechanism for gov-
ernment and industry to work together toward the development of
precompetitive technologies. A lot of things that you're mentioning would
come under that heading.There is an idea called a civilian technology
corporation-some would label it a civilian DARPA-which could very
importantly play this kind of role. And indeed, similar defense depart-
ment programs played such a role in the past, as you say.

Our emphasis here is on the need to find improved ways to comercial-
ize inventions and basic technology that is still invented here. This is not
a firm recommendation from the group, but we're now going to look at
developing a firm recommendation-that this is one possible way to go.
There will be other ideas emerging from other groups within literally the
next few weeks-blueprints for a civilian technology corporation that
could play the kind of role you talk about.

I'm not sure it could go to the final level of the product. It may be that
one has to leave that to the market and to private companies to respond
to. But in terms of setting standards, developing rail systems that provide
the infrastructure on which then U.S. production could meet the demand
for the specific product, that is the kind of thing where we feel a govern-
ment role is not only appropriate, but has been done in the past and may
even be necessary.

SENATOR SARBANES. It is not clear to me that in those instances in
which the infrastructure is a heavy public investment, like inner-city rail
and mass transit, you ought not carry it one step further and see it as an
opportunity for domestic production of the equipment that rides on those
rails.

It seems to me that you are probably going to need some government
help at least to get started, since the others are already there. They have
made the development. They have incurred the development costs and
everything. They are rolling these things out at the end of a factory line.
We do not even have a factory line that is producing them.

I want to ask you this question. When you talk about increased sav-
ings, you are talking about the savings of the society that embraces both
the public and private sector.

Is that not correct?
MR. BERGSTEN. Right.
SENATOR SARBANES. I ask that question because there is a great ten-

dency to think of it in termns of private savings only. Therefore, to come
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in with various tax schemes or other schemes to encourage private sav-
ings that, in fact, increase the deficit, and sometimes increase the public
deficit by more than you pick up in private savings, when that happens,
you have simply worsened the savings situation.

Is that not correct?
MP. BERGSTEN. That's correct. That underlays, of course, my response

to Senator Specter on his specific proposal.
In the report, we come down hard and fast on not only eliminating the

budget deficit, but trying to move it into a surplus for exactly the reason
you say. We do observe that, historically, prior to the 1980s, there was
an inverse relationship all through our history between public and private
savings. The national saving level, or the national debt, which is the flip
side of it, remained in a very constant range really through the whole his-
tory of the republic. When public saving went up, private saving went
down, and vice versa.

In the 1980s, all that changed. Public and private savings both col-
lapsed. And so the national debt went up from the traditional range of
140-150 percent to almost 200 percent. And the national savings rate
collapsed to the lowest level in recorded history.

So, we're exactly with you on that and, indeed, like most economists,
we find it hard to say what measures would really promote private sav-
ing on net for the country. We, therefore, say the first and foremost task
in getting the national savings rate up is to get rid of the public dissaving
through eliminating the budget deficit. Indeed, convert it into a budget
surplus-despite Senator Sasser's caveat on how hard that is to
do-move it into a surplus in order to make a net contribution to na-
tional saving and therefore to the economy as a whole.

That is something we came down hard and fast on, and our responses
to specific proposals like Senator Specter's will, I suspect, always be
driven, in large part, by that.

SENATOR SARBANES. My time is up.
MR. REGAN. May I, Senator, just briefly. We do have a market econ-

omy and my guess is that if the private sector saw that the Federal Gov-
ernment, and let's also say state governments, had a policy of
infrastructure investment-and you know it's been declining over the
years, not growing-and then had an urban policy that promoted urban
growth and urban living, part and parcel of which would be mass transit
lines, that if that were the feeling in this country, as it is in European
countries, as it is in some other Asian countries, that the private sector
would move right in, and we'd get our subway car plant.

My guess is that people don't want to raise the capital for that and
people don't want to gamble on it because they're just unsure of the com-
mitment because rail lines have to be subsidized-they are the world
over-they're unsure of the commitment of the Federal Government to
urban living and urban life, and they're unsure of the commitment of the
Federal Government to public infrastructure.
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Both have been weak, and there is no reason why anybody is going to
invest in that environment.

SENATOR SARBANES. I think that is a very good comment. The only
problem I have with it is that it still does not get us over the threshold, as
I perceive it, because these other countries are far ahead of us on their
commitment to mass transit and to inner-city rail. Therefore, they are far
ahead of us on producing the equipment that goes on those tracks.

It is difficult for me to see how we get from no production to produc-
tion in a competitive way unless, somehow, there is a government policy
that gets us into that line of work, because the others have already done
all of their start-up costs and everything else, and they are ready to come
in with these cars and compete and submit the low bids and so forth.

MR. REGAN. Los Angeles.
SENATOR SARBANES. Yes.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Senator Dodd, please proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

SENATOR DODD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I'd ask unani-
mous consent that my opening comments be included in the record, and
join with our colleagues in commending you for your work.

Let me, at the outset, say to Ned and the others that I accepted and
then had to reneg on an invitation to join with one of the subcouncils or
subcommittees here on corporate governance. I discovered that the sub-
committee would have to report to my full Committee or to my Subcom-
mittee on this Committee, which created a bit of an awkward situation.
So, I had to retreat from serving on one of the subcommittees dealing
with these issues. But I'm very much interested in what you're doing, ap-
preciate the invitation, and look forward to working with you on some of
these questions.

I want to pick up on what Senator Sarbanes was moving on here a lit-
tle bit, and I'll come back to some questions on corporate governance,
because I'm particularly interested in shareholder issues, and institutional
investors, and some of those questions that have to be raised.

It occurs to me that on this downsizing or peace dividend that every-
one's talking about, in a sense, what we need to be doing is thinking
about some middle ground in terms of investment.

It was a remarkable accomplishment that for four decades that this
country was able to invest in the development of modern technologies,
which maybe saw their fruition or their most successful days, I suppose,
in the actual usage in Desert Storm, to some degree.

It worked. This technology that designers and engineers and pipefitters
and welders built over the years really worked, and we made a substan-
tial investment in it, because we decided that it was in our national inter-
est to do so.

57-928 0 - 93 - 4
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Today, we're talking about taking that dividend and moving it to the
other side of the budget and investing it in health, education, welfare and
these other issues that are clearly important.

Why not, in a sense, take that same mentality that produced, in effect,
this incredible engine of national security and invest, if you will, in the
things that we now know that we need?

Senator Sarbanes talked about mass transit, environmental technolo-
gies and communications, something you, Mr. Araskog, would appreci-
ate immensely. You go down a long list of those kinds of investments
that we need to be making along the same lines.

You're not going to get private capital, for instance, to be terribly at-
tracted to investing in one of these supersonic airplanes that may cross
the Pacific in an hour and a half. The Japanese are investing $200 mil-
lion in that program because they know that there's no commercial appli-
cation of that technology in the near-term. But they understand that by
the year 2025 or so, there will be a clear commercial advantage to that
investment.

So, instead of talking about defense dollars being transferred to the
other ledger, if you will, or the other column in the budget, why not be
doing, in effect, what we did for four decades and invest in those things
that have also, by the way, occurred or created tremendous spin-off tech-
nologies-the NASA and defense budgets. How much of commercial
technologies emerged as a result of our federal commitment to a national
security budget?

What I'm trying to get at here is some sort of a middle ground of in-
vestment. Instead of just moving the dollar over to the entitlement pro-
gram, if you will, or whatever else that may have occurred in the
nondefense-related areas, why not be making the investments that you
cannot get private capital to invest in so that we begin to do those things
that are absolutely critical for our economic success in the 21st century?

[The written opening statement of Senator Dodd follows:]
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WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

Mr. Chairman, let me commend you for your leadership on this issue. Back in
1988 when you offered this as an amendment to the Trade bill, our Nation's competi-
tiveness was often discussed, but few had found ways to bridge the gap between words
and action. Today's report by the Council is a major step forward in defining the broad
range of issues involved in competitiveness, and sketching a blueprint to address
them. It is a tribute to your foresight that we have traveled this far.

Nor could today's hearing come at a better time. We are in the middle of the worst
downturn since the Great Depression, and people are hurting.

I was not alive during the 1930s, but the fear and desperation I see on people's
faces in Connecticut is right out of photographs from that period. It reminds me of the
stories my father told me of his friends and neighbors who had lost all hope in the face
of such daunting troubles.

People these days want to know two things. First, they want to know if you get it.
They want to know whether or not their elected officials understand the pain and the
hurt and the suffering they're going through.

Second, they want to know what you're doing to help them. The ideas don't have to
be original or creative. But they have to offer hope to people who desperately need it.

Today's report makes clear that some of our current problems are cyclical, and will
end when the recession finally does. But it also outlines the fundamental structural
weaknesses eating away at our Nation. In that sense, today's report should be a wake-
up call that we need to reorder our priorities and squarely face the challenges of the
1990s and beyond:

* We as a Nation do need to save more, and we should be investing more in
commercial, transportation and educational infrastructure.

* We must improve our educational system, particularly at the elementary and
secondary levels.

* We need to do a better job of turning research into the development of new
products.

* We need to look closely at corporate governance and the role it plays in our
economic competitiveness.

* We must reform our health-care system, which eats up an ever-increasing
amount of our gross national product, yet leaves 34 million Americans with
nowhere to turn if they get sick.

* We need to dismantle both foreign and domestic barriers constraining the
growth of U.S. exports.

The Council's general recommendations in these areas are all constructive sugges-
tions. And I believe that together, they offer some hope for the future. Putting a plan
on paper, as the Council has, enables us to see the light at the end of the tunnel. It's
also a welcome break from past discussions of competitiveness, which has been long
on self-flagellation, and short on blueprints for change.

But it's also just the beginning. I look forward to the hard work needed to translate
the Council's recommendations into law. Addressing the budget deficit, for example,
will require everyone to put ideology aside in the search for a compromise that equita-
bly distributes some very real pain. And the other recommendations are by no means
easier nuts to crack.
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Still, the Council's report is fundamentally hopeful because it recognizes that our

problems aren't insurmountable. If we roll up our sleeves and go to work, we can make

headway. We're Americans, and so we're used to doing that. I congratulate the Council

on a fine first effort, and I look forward to working with them to build a more competi-

tive America.
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MR. ARASKoG. I think it's a great idea. I think the big danger is that
what's saved in defense will not go into the capital structure of the coun-
try. It will go over into entitlement programs.

That's really your area. But to Ned's point earlier about our infrastruc-
ture, which does create jobs, which does need fixing, some method of go-
ing from a Department of Defense budget, which concentrates on R&D
and not so -much on long-range production programs-as Secretary
Cheney has described it-and focus on the area that you've described, it
seems to me is part of what this is all about, and the right way to go.

Personally, I think so, and I think within the study that that's one of
the areas that we have to look at.

As far as just transferring technology from the defense area to the ci-
vilian area, I think just about anyone who's been heavily involved in de-
fense-I think we're the 23rd largest defense contractor right now-there
isn't very much that's convertible unless it's something that basically ap-
plies to a Boeing product line or a McDonnell-Douglas product line to
begin with-a collision avoidance system, a radar system. But most of
the military applications are strictly military.

SENATOR DODD. You're getting a lot of it in some of your electronics
and communications systems. NASA had a lot to do with this, and there
were probably more direct spin-offs in the NASA budget than in some of
the defense, although I don't know that-metals, and new welding tech-
nologies. There are a lot of these ideas that you never would have raised,
in my view, a private dollar for, or it would have been very difficult to
raise them. But we're willing to make the investment in the defense dollar
and taking advantage of those investments now, it seems to me, is the
issue.

SENATOR SARBANES. On that point, what every major airport in the
country needs to significantly upgrade is its air traffic control system.

SENATOR DODD. That's being done. That's a good example.
SENATOR SARBANEs. We have people who have been doing radar and

air traffic control systems in the defense sector. But we do not have a na-
tional commitment to upgrading those civilian air traffic control systems,
which could now be put in place and be a significant target for shifting
defense production into civilian production.

I think that is a technology that is easily transferrable.
SENATOR DODD. That's happening. Norton Industries is an example-a

division of United Technologies-they are competing for the use of mi-
crowave landing systems which were developed as a result of defense
dollars. Today, in a joint venture, I might add, with some operations in
the former Soviet Union, which also had excellent development of micro-
wave radar systems, are now competing for the use of those radar sys-
tems in commercial airports across the globe, in effect.

So, they are a very good example of where something like that is al-
ready happening.

But I wonder if you might comment on this as well, Mr. Bergsten.
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MR. BERGSTEN. One of the aspects of the U.S. problem that we focused
on most heavily in the report was the decline in our government spending
and total national spending for civilian research and development, to de-
velop exactly the kinds of technologies and commercial products you're
talking about. We also heavily emphasize the lag in our own manufac-
turing sector to commercialize technologies of the type that you were
identifying.

And there, I would just reiterate what I said a moment ago. We sug-
gested the possibility of a new government corporation that would be run
as much like a private corporation as possible, maybe with a multibillion
dollar start-up to try to promote more rapid, effective commercialization
of technology of exactly the type you're talking about. New institutional
mechanisms are probably going to be needed to do that.

SENATOR DODD. I'll come back. I want to get to the corporate govern-
ance questions with you, which I know you're interested in as well.

Thank you.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Let me just advise you, I've been given a note to

the effect that there are 25 House members waiting to meet with the
Competitiveness Caucus.

So, let me call on Senator Domenici for his questions, and then if there
is another burning question, we'll take it. Otherwise, we'll try to adjourn
and let you get on to the next thing.

Senator Domenici, please proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOMENICI

SENATOR DoMENIci. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First, let me say that I apologize for not being able to be here earlier.

It wasn't that I had nothing to do. It was other committees. But I did
want to come by for a minute.

Let me just share a couple of thoughts and then ask a couple of
questions.

First, it seems to me that we have a very strange situation in the
United States today. We still have the highest standard of living in the
world, and yet, our productivity is not doing very well, our deficit is
enormous, our investment capability is very, very much below what it
has been at other times, our net savings is bad and our education seems
to be not so good.

Which leads me to conclude that the fact that we have such a high
standard of living is evidence that we are a very consuming country and
we are not doing what is required to keep our growth up.

And if anyone cares to comment, I'd be interested in it.
But what I really am concerned about is that I keep hearing that, with

reference to the United States Government versus competitiveness, we
ought to-and I'm just going to paraphrase-we do things the way the
Japanese do or the way the Germans do, or we ought to finance some
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parts of our future needs through government in terms of our material
well-being and competitiveness.

I guess I'd like to know if you have any examples of what foreign
countries are doing in this regard that we shouldn't do. Did you find any?
And another reason that it concerns me is that I have heard so much for
so long about what MITI did for Japan's business, and then when I got
another version of it from somebody that knew it, they weren't doing
anything like we were saying they were doing in the United States.

So, I don't know how relevant what other countries are doing is to
what we ought to be doing in terms of investing public money in trying
to get ahead on the competitiveness side in unordinary ways. I don't
mean in education.

Could you share that with me just for a moment?
MR. BERGSTEN. Well, there is a raging debate on that-as you im-

ply-as to how important the role of MITI or government investment has
been in general in Japan-so-called targeting, so-called industry visions.

We certainly do not recommend any wholesale emulation of what
other countries are doing. We do say that in specific areas programs in
other countries look like they could be helpful here.

Now, in education, some of the apprenticeship programs in Germany
and other European countries do look like they might be worth taking on.

When we talk about a forward look at where our industries are going,
visions of what the outlook is, we are consciously drawing on not just
what Japan but on what most other countries do, because they do try to
assess both the composition and aggregate outlook for their economies.

But we don't have anything in here about what, I guess, you're calling
extraordinary spending. We do observe that as public infrastructure
spending by the U.S. Government itself has been cut in half over the last
20 years, our productivity has dropped sharply, and there are some very
persuasive correlations between those two.

We had a long session on that at the commission-a range of econo-
mists-but they all agree it's important.

So, we've been eclectic in trying to select from other countries' experi-
ences. Nothing wholesale. But let's learn where we can. Certainly, others
are doing better in key respects.

SENATOR DOMENICI. My last question on that is that there's a sugges-
tion that we ought to centralize more and focus on the competitiveness
activities of the government, either in an agency or a subagency within
Commerce.

In making that suggestion, did you review what we are currently do-
ing, even though it is not within one agency? I look over the kinds of
things that we're doing, and it amazes me that people are suggesting that
we do some things and we're already doing some of them.

Supercomputing-we have a great program-just a whole list. But
they're not under one jurisdiction. If any, they're in the Department of
Energy, which is kind of amazing, but that's-
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MR. BERGSTEN. Well, they are scattered all over, as Senator Bingaman
pointed out earlier. And one question is whether some better central view
of them would be desirable.

But I think our feeling goes a little beyond that, that many of the
things that are being done are not being done very well. And one reason
that they're not done very well is because there's no policy focus to them.
There are the kinds of ideological and other debates that Senator Sar-
banes talked about, but you don't really attract the best people to work
on those issues if there's a barrier, a sound barrier, to even working on
the issues.

I'll draw on my own experience. I've had two fairly high level positions
in the government. Whenever an industry came in and asked for help, the
U.S. Government, frankly, was not prepared to respond in an intelligent
way. It had no independent judgments of where that industry was going.
It didn't know what useful steps could be taken. It didn't even know what
proposed steps might be harmful. It was naked.

We have the feeling that the time has come to overcome that kind of
situation. Put the government in a position to deal effectively and intelli-
gently with issues of that type that are going to come. You can't wish
them away. They're going to come. We have to deal with them more
effectively.

So, it's not whether we do it or not. It's whether we do it well, and
that's what our group is trying to recommend.

SENATOR DOmENIcI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Senator Riegle had an issue he wanted to raise,

and then SENATOR DODD.
SENATOR RIEGLE. I'll be very brief because I know you're due on the

House side and that some of your members have gone across.
As opposed to taking defense production plants and trying to do a de-

fense civilian conversion, which is difficult-and you talked, Mr.
Araskog, with Senator Sarbanes about that-I'd like you to move up a
level, in terms of our defense research and development laboratories,
many of which are in areas of the budget where they're screened off so
that the kind of esoteric research of one kind of another that has gone on,
with respect to weapons systems and various things, are things that most
of us in the Congress don't even have a working knowledge of.

We spend a lot of money in that area. We spend tens of billions of dol-
lars a year in those government research and development laboratories.

It seems to me, entirely consistent with what you're suggesting, is that
if we could take that government research and development laboratory
effort and manage an orderly shift of part of that out of the defense ar-
eas, which are now being deemphasized, over into civilian research and
development activity, we could hold some of these seams together. We
could, in fact, manage an orderly transition and accelerate our way into
the kind of policy requirements that we're going to have that's coming out
of your basic work. And one way to do it might be as follows.
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Let's say we decided that over the next 3 years, we would take, say,
$20 billion of Federal Government spending in these research and devel-
opment defense laboratories and shift that over to civilian research and
development, to be matched by, say, $20 billion from the private sector.

The question would then arise, well, where do you aim it? What do
you go out and look at, or where do you apply that scientific talent?

And I'd like to suggest three areas, just as a way to get you thinking
about it. I've talked to Lester Thurow and others about this, who have
given this some thought.

One might be microelectronics. This is a broad category. This isn't
industry-specific or company-specific, certainly. Another might be bio-
technology. Another might be advanced materials technology.

Now, these are all three broad sectors that the Japanese have targeted
as sectors for the future, that the Germans and the Europeans are target-
ing as sectors for the future, and clearly are, from our point of view, ar-
eas in which we want to be, I think, competitive and, hopefully, state of
the art.

We're spending very little money in those areas today, I think, relative
to what we need to. But if we could envision a partnership where that
tremendous applied public-sector focus of talent and technical capability
has been amassed and is now working, and bring that over into a limited
number of very wisely chosen broad areas of endeavor so that we could
keep those teams together, and then move that into civilian kinds of re-
search, which can, in turn, be available generally to our industry, our
manufacturing and so forth.

It seems to me something like that, now that we're at this historic mo-
ment at the end of the Cold War, is the kind of intelligent transition that,
in effect, could accomplish your goals without getting bogged down in
this business of picking "winners or losers", or an intervention on behalf
of a specific company.

And I'd like to suggest that you look at that. I don't ask you, now,
necessarily under the pressure of time, to respond to it, unless you feel
motivated to do so. But I think it's possible that we could take and make
that kind of a redirection if it were matched by the private sector in some
amount over some timeframe, and rather than have these world class sci-
entific teams just blown every which way, to keep them intact and move
them over and get them underpinning the kind of advanced development
in our civilian economy that we need to have if we're going to get out
front and hope to stay out front in the world economy.

MR. BERGSTEN. Mr. Chairman, three quick responses.
First, we clearly share your goals. Second, we will look at that pro-

posal. Third, two things to keep separate in one's mind. One is basic re-
search. When you talk about the national labs, you're talking about basic
research at the invention side. That we clearly do want to see augmented
in the way you say.
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The second, and we focus on this, is the commercialization of technol-
ogy, and that's where we think some kind of new civilian technology cor-
poration-call it a civilian DARPA-may help us move from that basic
invention level to the market place where a lot of the failure has been.

So, we may need to do both, reconversion of the labs and a new opera-
tion to try to help speed the commercialization process. We'll look at
both. We'll certainly look at your idea. I think it's a very creative one.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Senator Dodd?
SENATOR DODD. Just very quickly, and I guess we could have spent the

whole morning on just the corporate governance is-sues, but I just
wanted to raise a couple of points. And Al, maybe I'd raise these with
you, if I could, to start with.

And that is this whole notion of labor wearing two hats. You have this
whole question of being employees, but being owners-creating a whole
new dynamic, it seems to me.

I recently went through a plant in Connecticut-Alleghany Love-
land-a very good steel manufacturing operation organized by steel-
workers. I'm not exaggerating when I tell you about going through that
facility, when I was introduced to the plant manager and the president of
the local union, there were about ten other people around and I couldn't
figure out during the entire tour which one was actually the plant man-
ager and which one was the president of the local.

There were about 12 people there and I just got confused. But their
message was so similar, that I could not detect during the conversation
which was labor and which was management.

I said to them afterwards, "Well, the enemy isn't in here. It's outside,
in a sense." But the whole notion of employee as owner through pension
plans and the like creates a new set of burdens.

I wonder if you might just comment briefly on how labor will manage
to handle these switching hat roles of employee and owner.

MR. REGAN. Well, Senator-
SENATOR DODD. I mentioned Al, but
MR. REGAN. Oh, I'm sorry.
On our subcouncil, we will have several of the nation's experts. There

are not many. I think we have them on the Council, or testifying, or both.
The figures are now that close to 15 percent of the workers, not

through pension plans, but through ESOPs, 401(k)s and individually, 15
percent of the publicly traded stock in U.S. corporations is in the hands
of workers, not through their pension plans. That's the first fact.

It's a growing phenomenon. The person that has traced it is a member;
has written a book on it; is a friend of mine and is a member of my sub-
council and will deal with it instantly. His name is Joseph Glazie.

Second fact is that there are some pretty good studies that show that if
you invest in stocks of companies that have a large percent of their stock
in the hands of their workers, you will outperform the market. And there
are stock pickers that look at, as a major indicia before they buy, the
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percentage of stock in the hands of the workers and have devised a bas-
ket-I don't want to use that phrase-but a group of stocks with that
large a percentage of worker ownership and it outperforms the S&P 500
consistently.

So, we'll look at those issues very clearly and then, obviously, the one
you raised inferentially is that, of course-as Peter Drucker said 15
years ago-we're a socialist country. The workers own the plants
through their pension systems.

Well, that's a nice phrase and it starts you down the road into thinking.
It doesn't really lay out because of the way we run our pension systems
and the way the stock is voted, and perhaps it never should.

But there are those issues, and subject to the advice I get, especially
from Mr. Shanker, we'll look at it and follow up, and we'll try to do
something very closely with your work.

MR. SHANKER. Well, Senator, you raise the tensions that take place in
this sort of situation. You're absolutely right. It's interesting that proba-
bly, in most cases where this has occurred, there are situations where la-
bor and management are forced to cooperate because of the external
enemy, because they're going to go down together and they're forced into
that kind of situation.

But here, again, there are examples outside the country. If you look at
Germany, there was a form of this type of cooperation going back many
years, but it occurs there in an atmosphere which is a lot less cutthroat
and adversarial than the American labor management scene has tradi-
tionally been.

I say that at various labor meetings. We discuss those tensions quite a
bit because inside of all of those unions, which are either involved in
such relationships or are thinking of being involved, there are political
sides being taken by people inside the union; those who feel that it would
be the salvation of the industry and the union to cooperate and develop
this sort of relationship, and those who feel that it's the end of real union-
ism, and that when you get involved in that cooperation, that you're not
really going to get so interested in what the company side of it is; that
you're really going to forget to represent the membership.

And I think this is one of the things that we need to look at. I think one
of the real problems here is maintaining it. You have some of this coop-
eration; you've had it off and on in the auto industry. I'm sure that the
next time there's some sort of session, where we get together and get a
chance to talk to OMB, we're going to find that all sorts of areas of co-
operation would develop with General Motors and all of a sudden come
these announcements, which would be unthinkable in Germany, when
you develop fairly widespread cooperation, and inside your own union
you are willing to take on opposition and get into quite a conflict in order
to develop the cooperation, to then get that sort of a hit from the other
side.
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SENATOR DODD. Let me mention just one last thing, if I can, Mr. Chair-
man, and that is something that relates to it. I mention the issue of pen-
sions, because, I guess, I was trying to get two questions into one.

That goes back to the issue of managers and shareholders. There's one
line on page 31 or 32 of your report. It says, "the degree to which long-
term peformance is the shared goal of both corporate managers and
shareholder owners."

Obviously, that suggests that there's not a shared goal here between
shareholders and corporate managers. Mr. Araskog, you've spent a lot of
time talking about this issue in the past. I've read a lot of things that
you've said about it, in terms of the tension between corporate manage-
ment and shareholders, shareholders looking for the shorter term return
obviously on their investment and arguing that managers are more inter-
ested in long-term performance.

I had dinner a few weeks ago with Carl Icahn, who sounded like he
ought to be working for Ralph Nader, in a sense. He just railed for about
45 minutes against corporate management. And he considers it in many
ways to be the single most serious problem in terms of our competitive-
ness-the incestuousness of boards of directors and management, and he
went on and on. You've heard him on this subject in the past.

It was quite a meal to hear him go on and on. Obviously, he was a
corporate raider. He had a different perspective. But I wonder if you
might just quickly-

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Could you do that quickly? We're getting a real
panic going on the Houseside with the length of time we've kept you
folks.

MR. ARASKOG. I've been on a panel with Carl Icahn. I just look at
TWA. I mean, management? He never heard of it.

[Laughter.]
SENATOR DODD. I think we'll have to carry this conversation on.
[Laughter.]
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Let me thank the panel very much. We've kept

you very long and we appreciate it. I think this is an indication of the ex-
tent of the interest here, which is the main purpose for your being in
existence.

So thank you again.
MR. BERGSTEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We look forward to much

more of the same.
SENATOR BiNGAmAN. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the Committees adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
[Responses to questions posed by Senator Riegle, Jr. to Mr. Bergsten

follow:]
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Senator Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
Questions for the Record

of the Hearing on the
Report of the Competitiveness Policy Council

March 4, 1992

Debt-financed growth

Q.1. Page one of your report states that much of the economic growth
experienced by the United States in the 1980's "was financed by borrowing from
our own future, both at home and from the rest of the world." Can you elaborate
on what this borrowing, especially our huge international borrowing, was used for
and what this portends for the future standard of living of our citizens?

Industry-specific policies

Q.2. You conclude that we need sector-specific competitiveness policies, as well
as generic policies. The legislation establishing the CPC calls for industry-specific
analyses. I realize that you have just begun work and that industry-specific
analyses would be a large undertaking. Do you plan to issue future reports with
industry-specific analyses?

Q.3. Your report states that "it is important that the United States enhance its
position as an exporter of products based on high levels of skill and high value
added, i.e., manufactures that cam support high wages", and that "the United
States takes no systematic view of the composition of its economy, except with
respect to military production, while many other nations emphasize structure as
well as aggregate outcomes." Could you please elaborate on some of the
approaches and practices of the EC countries and Japan in this respect?

Capital formation and tax policy

Q.4. As you know, the Congress is working on a tax bill to help the economy. I
view that bill as a short-term remedy, at best. Much needs to be done. You are
establishing a subcouncil to look at the question of capital formation and savings
and investment. Do you think we need a complete overhaul of the tax code to
promote investment? If so, will the Council formulate proposals to do that?

Public investment

Q.5. Many people are talking about how to improve public investment. We may
now have an opportunity to do so with the "peace dividend". Do you believe we
should spend the "peace dividend" on public investment? If so, what rules should
we use to guide us?

Trade policies

Q.6. You state that one of our goals should be the elimination of the current
account deficit by 1995. How do you propose doing this? If you don't yet have
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specifics, do you have some general guidelines of how we should approach that
goal? For example, do we need tougher trade policies built on reciprocity?

Q.7. Among the set of recommendations made by the Council for dealing with
our trade problems is a call for a "comprehensive assessment of how multinational
corporations, particularly those headquartered domestically, affect our
competitiveness." Can you elaborate on that proposal? Are you suggesting that
we need to understand better whether foreign transplant companies that make
autos, for example, may be adding to our trade deficit by the way they import
components for assembly here?

Health care

Q.8. You rightly point out that health care costs are an important factor in our
competitiveness. In 1990 the average cost for health care for the Big 3 American
companies was about $1100 per car. This well exceeds our competitors by over
$500 per car. In your report you mention various proposals to solve our health
care problem. Do you have any thoughts about any of those plans - especially in
light of the fact that you are not establishing a subcouncil on health care?

Government structure

Q.9. Your report also observes that "America's future will increasingly depend
on our economic prowess rather than our military capability." Does the Council
believe that U.S. economic security is fundamental to our national security? Could
your elaborate on the linkage between economic and national security?

Q.10. In your report, you note that the United States is now part of a global
economy but that our present government structure is not designed to help this
country compete in such an economy. Your report suggested that the U.S.
Government needs to designate a lead agency, such as a substantially
strengthened Department of Commerce, to take the lead in developing a coherent
competitiveness strategy. Do you think a better approach might be to create a
National Economic Security Council chaired by the President to help develop and
pursue a coherent competitiveness strategy, just as we created the National
Security Council after WWII to coordinate our political-military efforts during the
Cold War?

Technology transfer

Q.11. With respect to the issue of technology, does the transfer of U.S.
technology to foreign entities raise any concerns for U.S. competitiveness? Will
the Council be addressing the effect of international technology transfer? Will the
Council be evaluating the impact on U.S. competitiveness of the transfer of
sophisticated manufacturing processes to foreign firms as well as the transfer to
overseas facilities of the production of goods or components requiring special
technical skills and training?
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Sonator Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
Questions for the Record
of the Hearing on the

Report of the Competitiveness Policy Council
March 4, 1992

Debt-financed growth

QUESTION: Page one of your report states that much of the economic

growth experienced by the United States in the 1980's "was financed

by borrowing from our own future, both at home and from the rest of

the world." Can you elaborate on what the borrowing, especially

our huge international borrowing, was used for and what this

portends for the future standard of living of our citizens?

ANSWER: Our borrowing in the 1980's enabled us to spend beyond our

means -- in both the public and private sectors. Some of this

spending undoubtedly went for productive investment but most of it

went into consumption. Some went toward unproductive investment

like many of the office buildings that currently lie vacant around

the country. It is clear that it did not go into increasing

investment -- the rate of investment as a percentage of GDP was

flat at an average of 17 percent throughout the decade. This

record of high borrowing -- when not used to increase productive

investment -- places a heavy dual burden on future generations:

large debts to be serviced with little means to do so.
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Industry-specific policies

QUESTION: You conclude that we need sector-specific

competitiveness policies, as vell as generic policies. The

legislation establishing the Competitiveness Policy Council calls

for industry-specific analyses. I realize that you have just begun

work and that industry-specific analyses would be a large

undertaking. Do you plan to issue future reports with industry-

specific analyses?

ANSWER: The Council is establishing eight subcouncils to develop

policy recommendations on a broad array of issues relating to US

Competitiveness. Many of these issues -- including capital

formation, corporate governance, trade and training -- have a

direct impact on specific industries. In addition, we are setting

up subcouncils on manufacturing and critical technology which will

look at competitiveness issues across industries and within

specific industries. The manufacturing group is charged with

identifying the best way to address these industry-specific issues,

including the questions to be asked, the appropriate forum in which

to hold theses discussions and the relevant participants.

QUESTION: Your report states that "it is important that the United

States enhance its position as an exporter of products based on

high levels of skill and high value added, i.e., manufactures that

can support high wages", and that "the United States takes no
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systematic view of the composition of its eoonony, exoept with

respect to military production, while many other nations emphasize

structure as well as aggregate outcomes." Could you please

elaborate on some of the approaches and practices of the SC

countries and Japan in this respect?

ANSWER: A coordinated use of government investment in R&D,

discrete trade policy actions and other forms of industry

assistance in many European countries and Japan have encouraged

industrial development toward high-skill, high value-added

industries. These steps are usually the result of some

understanding of the long-run potential for certain industries,

including their contribution to other industries and the economy as

a whole. In this regard, our group suggests that there is a need

to realize the "importance" of a given industry, both in terms of

its strategic importance to the overall industrial structure of the

economy, as well as its ability to support high-wage, high-skilled

jobs. This is an area which will be fully explored by the

Manufacturing subcouncil, chaired by Ruben Mettler, former Chairman

and CEO of TRW, Inc.

Capital formation and tax nolicv

QUESTION: As you know, the Congress is working on a tar bill to

help the economy. I view that bill as a short-term remedy, at

best. Much needs to be done. You are establishing a subcouncil to
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look at the question of capital formation and savings and

investments. Do you think we need a complete overhaul of the tax

code to promote investment? If so, will the Council formulate

proposals to do that?

ANSWER: The Council states in our First Annual Report, "America's

low levels of saving and investment are clearly a major problem...

The United States has the lowest rates of saving and investment of

any industrial country ....The foundation of any serious effort by

the United States to improve its competitiveness must be a

substantial rise in the national levels of investment and saving."

Toward that goal, the Council calls for the conversion of the

Federal budget deficit into surplus.

In addition to "an intensive review of all major spending

programs," the Council also suggests that "it might be necessary to

change the structure of US tax policy in ways that would eliminate,

or even reverse, the perverse incentives in the present code. The

most extreme option would be to substitute consumption-based taxes

for all or some of our present income-based taxes." This should

result in a substantial increase in saving and a fall in the cost

of capital. Additional illustrative examples of suggested tax

reforms listed in the report include exempting all interest and

dividend earnings from taxation, a value-added tax (VAT), a

national sales tax, and a limitation of the tax preference for home

mortgages that now applies up to $1 million, or other sector-
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specific approaches. The Capital Formation Subcouncil, chaired by

Peter G. Peterson, Chairman of The Blackstone Group, will look at

all of these suggestions, as well as others.

Public investment

QUESTION: Many people are talking about how to improve public

investment. We may now have an opportunity to do so with the

"peace dividend". Do you believe we should spend the "peace

dividend" on public investment? If so, what rules should we use to

guide us?

ANSWER: The economy currently faces two challenges simultaneously.

On the one had, we need to increase our pool of national savings,

at all levels: households, businesses, and Federal and state

governments. Toward that end, as already mentioned, the Council

places a high priority on converting the Federal budget deficit

into surplus. Some part of the expected "peace dividend" should go

to help meet this objective.

On the other hand, the Council also places a high priority on

beginning to increase public and private investment today in areas

which will contribute to US competitiveness. There is much

evidence to suggest that investment in public infrastructure

enhances US productivity, thereby contributing to US

competitiveness. In addition, the Council notes in its report that
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"an acceleration of government spending on needed infrastructure

projects would have desirable effects both immediately and over

time." It therefore seems that some portion of the anticipated

"peace dividend" should also be dedicated to public infrastructure.

The Council's subcouncil on Infrastructure, headed by former

Governor Gerald Baliles, will study this question and the Capital

Formation subcouncil will make recommendations on the broader issue

of reducing the budget deficit.

Trade policies

QUESTION: You state that one of our goals should be the

elimination of the current account deficit by 1995. How do you

propose doing this? If you don't yet have specifics, do you have

some general guidelines of how we should approach that goal? For

example, do we need tougher trade policies built on reciprocity?

ANSWER: The current account deficit is essentially a macroeconomic

problem: it occurs when we as a nation spend more than we produce

at home and when we invest more than we save domestically. However

we cannot depend on any single trade policy action to eliminate the

current account deficit. Instead, we must follow a combination of

policies aimed at the fundamentals -- maintaining a "competitive

exchange rate," as required of the Treasury Department in the

Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, pursuing coordinated

growth policies among our major trading partners to insure a
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healthy demand for our exports, continuing to aggressively work

toward keeping foreign markets open to our goods, 
removing our own

export disincentives which place our products at severe

disadvantage in world markets and improving our export promotion

policies, including a significant increase in export financing.

These policies must be seen as compliments to increased 
saving and

investment, as mentioned above, and improvements 
in worker training

and productivity. The Council's subcouncil on Trade Policy,

chaired by John Murphy, CEO of Dresser Industries will focus on

these issues.

QUESTION: Among the set of recommendations made by the 
Council for

dealing with our trade problems is a call for a "comprehensive

assessment of how multinational corporations particularly those

headquartered domestically, affect our competitiveness." 
Can you

elaborate on that proposal? Are you suggesting that we need to

understand better whether foreign transplant 
companies that make

autos, for example, may be adding to our trade deficit 
by the way

they import components for assembly here?

ANSWER: There are two major issues regarding multinationals. 
One

is why American corporations move production 
and hence jobs abroad.

The Trade Policy Subcouncil will focus on factors that make

production or investment in the United States 
less attractive such

as inadequate infrastructure, or inappropriate skill mix of

workers, inefficient government regulations, inadequate export
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financing and other export supports, and inconsistencies in tax

policy. The Subcouncil may also look at practices of foreign

multinationals with plants in the United States such as preferences

for home country inputs or transfer price techniques that have

impact on the US economy.

Health care

QUESTION: You rightly point out that health care costs are an

important factor in our competitiveness. In 1990 the average cost

for health care for the Big 3 American companies was about $1100

per car. This well exceeds our competitors by over $500 per car.

In your report you mention various proposals to solve our health

care problem. Do you have any thoughts about any of those plans --

especially in light of the fact that you are not establishing a

subcouncil on health care?

ANSWER: The United States currently spends almost twice as much as

other industrial countries on health care, and the gap continues to

widen. On the other hand, our population ranks about at the

average, or even below average, on certain international health

indicators. As we state in our report, "while some parts of the

population are receiving the best health care in the world, other

Americans are receiving care that is inferior to that in many

countries." The report goes on to state that high and rising

health care costs hurt US competitiveness in two major areas, "by
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raising the total costs to corporations that pay health care for

their workers and retirees, especially for manufacturing industries

where these costs fall particularly heavily, and by consuming

resources that might be deployed differently."

The Council decided not to set up a subcouncil on health care costs

at this juncture in light of the numerous other efforts being

conducted on the issue. We will instead take this issue under

review at the full Council level and revisit the decision to

establish a subcouncil at a later date. We plan to review the

health care reforms currently being proposed, paying special

attention to how these changes would affect US competitiveness. In

order to do this, we will want to look at both the costs associated

with individual plans as well as the quality of care being

provided.

Government structure

QUESTION: Your report also observes that "America's future will

increasingly depend on our economic prowess rather that our

military capability." Does the Council believe that U.S. economic

security is fundamental to our nation security? Could you

elaborate on the linkage between economic and national security?

ANSWER: Although we did not examine national security in any

detail, I think it would be fair to say that the Counqil believes
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that US economic security is fundamental to our national security.

There are several important linkages. First, a competitive high-

technology sector may be critical to having the engineering know-

how that will be needed to develop weapons and information-

gathering systems. In some cases, American industries may also be

needed to assure access to critical components. Second, a strong

national economy is in many ways a precondition for continuing

national security. Countries can be economic powers without being

military powers but it is hard to imagine how a country can be a

military power without being an economic one. This may be even

more critical for the United States given our historic role as a

world leader.

QUESTION: In your report, you note that the United States is now

part of a global economy but that our present government structure

is not designed to help this country compete in such an economy.

Your report suggested that the U.S. Government needs to designate

a lead agency, such as a substantially strengthened Department of

Commerce, to take the lead in developing a coherent competitiveness

strategy. Do you think a better approach might be to create a

National Economic Security Council chaired by the President to help

develop and pursue a coherent Competitiveness strategy, just as we

created the National Security Council after World War II to

coordinate our political-military efforts during the Cold War?

ANSWER: Our report states, "our present governmental structure was
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not designed to help this country compete in a global economy...

The government needs to designate an agency, perhaps a

substantially strengthened Department of Commerce or the

International Trade Commission with its functions greatly expanded,

that would raise the nation's awareness of the competitiveness

problem and initiate and maintain several activities." Given the

centrality of government organization to making economic policies

which promote US competitiveness, I will set up a special task

force to work on this issue. We will invite experts from inside

and out of the government bureaucracy to take part in the

discussion and we will consider several alternative models,

including a National Economic Security Council. I personally

believe that any serious competitiveness policy will require a

significantly strengthened organizational mechanism, perhaps along

these lines.

Technologv transfer

QUESTION: With respect to the issue of technology, does the

transfer of U.S. technology to foreign entities raise any concerns

for U.S. competitiveness? Will the Council be addressing the

effect of international technology transfer? Will the Council be

evaluating the impact on U.S. competitiveness of the transfer of

sophisticated manufacturing processes to foreign firms as well as

the transfer to overseas facilities of the production of goods or

components requiring special technical skills and training?
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ANSWER: Technology transfer could certainly have an effect on US

competitiveness. The Council has not yet focused on this issue,

but the Critical Technology Subcouncil, among others, may spend

some time on this issue. We will also review the findings of other

groups that are considering this question.
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